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a b s t r a c t

Around 1970 the study of nonlinear control systems took a sharp turn. In part, this was driven by the
hope for a more inclusive theory which would be applicable to various newly emerging aerospace prob-
lems lying outside the scope of linear theory, and also by the gradual realization that tools from differ-
ential geometry, and Lie theory in particular, could be seen as providing a remarkably nice fit with what
seemed to be needed for the wholesale extension of linear control theory into a nonlinear setting. This
paper discusses an initial phase of the development of geometric nonlinear control, includingmaterial on
the broader context from which it emerged. We limit our account to developments occurring up to the
early 1980s, not because the field stopped developing at that point but rather to limit the scope of the
project to something manageable. Even so, because of the volume and diversity of the literature we have
had to be selective, even within the given time frame.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper discusses an initial phase of the development of ge-
ometric nonlinear control, including material on the broader con-
text fromwhich it emerged.We limit our account to developments
occurring up to the early 1980s, not because the field stopped de-
veloping at that point but rather to limit the scope of the project to
something manageable. Even so, because of the volume and diver-
sity of the literaturewe have had to be selective, in some cases only
skimming the surface. The many applications, ranging from mo-
mentum wheel control of satellites and the generation of robotic
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trajectories, to the acrobatics of falling cats, provide effective ad-
vertisement for the relevance of the subject and some of these ap-
plications are discussed here as well. With the goal of reaching an
audience wider than just those involved in this area of research,
and mindful of the fact that some of the concepts involved are not
everyday fare for engineers, we include considerable background
material to enable suitably motivated readers not working in the
area to better appreciate the what and why that lies behind the
who and when.

Much of the early work in this area was related to applications
in fields as disparate as satellite control, path planning for mobile
robots and the design of excitation sequences for magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy. As was the case when state space methods
were being introduced to describe linear systems, sometimes new
methods are dismissed as being too theoretical, however in the
case of differential geometric control this attitude seems to reflect
an unfamiliarity with the mathematics being used rather than any
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lack of applicability. In fact, without attempting to mount an argu-
ment involving ever changing, andmethodologically questionable,
citation statistics and impact factors, suffice it to say that when
control science is viewed in a wider context, the additional scope
these ideas give to the theory and practice is impressive. Section 12
of this survey sketches a few applications that lie quite outside the
reach of linear theory. In general, we give more prominence here
to those parts of the theory that relate to applied problems.

2. Differential equations and transfer functions

In the 1960s the development of state spacemethods recast the
way students of control learned about linear systems, changing the
subject from one based on Laplace transforms and transfer func-
tions to one in which vector spaces and first order linear differ-
ential equations took the center of the stage. At that time linear
algebra was not part of the standard curriculum for engineering
students (Matlab did not exist!) and this state space revolution
had the effect of making linear algebraic ideas part of the every-
day vocabulary of control engineers. While this was beneficial in
that it opened up additional points of contact with mathematics
and physics, it had the side effect of putting the field of control
somewhat apart from previously neighboring engineering disci-
plines. It even created something of a schism within the field
itself, as some declined to learn the new language. However,
driven by concomitant developments in optimization theory, no-
tably the maximum principle of Pontryagin, Boltyanskii, Gamkre-
lidze, and Mishchenko (1959), numerical methods for trajectory
optimization (Kelley, Kopp, & Moyer, 1966), the work of Fisk
(1963), Itô (1946) and Stratonovich (1963) on stochastic differen-
tial equations, the Kalman–Bucy filter Kalman and Bucy (1961),
etc., and aided by the availability of well written expositions such
as Kalman’s papers on linear systems (Kalman, 1960a, 1963) and
some excellent text books on linear algebra (e.g. Gantmacher
(1959) and Halmos (1958)) this ‘‘linear revolution’’ proceeded
quickly, if not painlessly.1 Themain ideas underpinning linear sys-
tem theory have a clear mathematical structure, and key concepts
such as controllability and feedback invariants, provided a rough
template for how a more comprehensive nonlinear theory might
develop.

In the middle of the 19th century, the work of Airy (1840), on
tracking telescopes and that of Maxwell (1868) on fly-ball gover-
nors, control was closely linked to differential equations. These,
and other early applications of control technology, were usually
concerned with physical systems, modeled in this way. One or
two decades later, as the importance of technologies based on the
transmission of power and information over electrical networks
grew, there emerged a competing way to describe systems based
on frequency response and transform methods. The ‘‘operational
calculus’’ of OliverHeaviside eventually led to a distinctively differ-
ent, ‘‘systems’’ point of view,which often proved to bemore practi-
cal for these new problems. Eventually these methods were firmly
supported by the theory of the Laplace transform and, in time, led
to effective ways of thinking about feedback and feedback com-
pensation, in the process developing concepts now often associ-
ated with the names Carson, Black, Nyquist and Bode, etc. By the
mid 1940s this approach was widely taught in electrical engineer-
ing departments.

A decade later the pendulum began to swing the other way. In
the 1950s the influential group at RIAS, organized by Lefschetz and
LaSalle, played a central role shifting work in America back to the

1 Although rather eclectic, Bellman’s book on matrix theory (Bellman, 1955)
deserves to be mentioned in this context because of its large number of interesting
references and suggestions for further work.

earlier, differential equations dominated, point of view. The RIAS
group popularized recent developments in the field of differen-
tial equations and control, bringing the considerable body of the-
ory under development in the Soviet Union to the attention of a
wider circle of engineers. Especially prominent in this regard were
questions related to stability in the sense of Liapunov, including
the focus on concrete problems such as the Lur’e problem Aizer-
man and Gantmcher (1963) and (Lur’e & Postnikov, 1944), relat-
ing specifically to nonlinear feedback. This was the Sputnik/Cold
War era and developments in the Soviet Union were of great in-
terest, particularly in the United States.2 The link to technology
via control theory helped to revitalize certain problem areas in
differential equations and the combination of differential equa-
tion methods with frequency response ideas often proved to be
remarkably effective in solving concrete problems and explaining
their significance in engineering terms. Particularly noteworthy in
this regard is the result of Popov–Kalman–Yakubovich on stability
(Kalman, 1971; Popov, 1962; Yakubovich, 1962).

2.1. New ideas from differential geometry

Around 1970 the study of nonlinear control systems took a
sharp turn. In part, this was driven by the hope for amore inclusive
theory which would be applicable to various aerospace problems
lying outside the scope of linear theory, and also by the gradual
realization that tools from differential geometry, and Lie theory in
particular, could be seen as providing a remarkably nice fit with
what seemed to be needed for the wholesale extension of lin-
ear control theory into a nonlinear setting. For systems describ-
able by differential equations, this geometric approach seemed to
hold the promise of a systematic development of nonlinear control,
something that had been completely missing in the past.3 Prob-
lems such as finding conditions under which the describing func-
tion could be validated and understanding the behavior of systems
with hysteresis feedback, which had loomed large a decade earlier,
suddenly seemed less important in comparison with what could
be envisioned with these new methods. However there were im-
pediments. New vocabulary and background material had to be
digested, and, in stark contrast to what is available today, the ex-
pository literature in the area was sparse and uneven. For this
reason the early paper of Hermann (1963), couched as it was in
the language of ‘‘distributions in the sense of Chevalley’’ and Jan
Kučera’s work (Kučera, 1966) using Lie groups, took some time to
be appreciated.4 Indeed, there was a steep learning curve for engi-
neers whowished to follow and contribute to these developments.

The 1972 David Mayne and I set out to improve this state of af-
fairs by organizing a conference at Imperial College that brought
together about 100, mostly youngish (≤35) people, with the idea
of teaching and learning about how control problems fit in with
differential geometric ideas. The lectures ranged in emphasis from
applications to abstract theory, touching on a variety of topics. The
proceedings (Mayne & Brockett, 1973) represent a faithful account
of the lectures but do not fully capture the excitement that went

2 Even so, there were important lines of work that did not receive the attention
they might have. For example, the body of work on nonholonomic systems
discussed in book by Neimark and Fufaev (1972), with its strong geometric flavor
and extensive references to the Soviet literature on mechanics, does not appear to
have played much of a role.
3 About this time the ‘‘geometrization’’ of classical mechanics, as popularized by

the stylish and audacious book of Abraham (with Marsden) (1968), began to attract
a larger following and this provided further inspiration. See Brockett (1977).
4 It is somewhat surprising that, notwithstanding the highly influential position

Lefschetz held as the algebraic geometer of his day, and the geometric flavor of his
book on differential equations (Lefschetz, 1957), I have seen no evidence that he
investigated the possibility of using Lie theoretic methods for controllability.
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along with the meeting. From a control engineers prospective, a
newset ofmathematical ideaswere being coupledwith things they
already knew about. From the point of view of those already ac-
complished in themathematics being used, it was a source of prob-
lems, pre-digested and put in mathematical form, on which they
could use to advantage what they already knew. Contacts were
made and seeds for future work were sown. In contrast with the
famous 1911 Solvay Conference on physics, this conference did not
just consolidate knownmaterial or reinforce the positions of a pre-
existing establishment, it more nearly represented a scientific free
for all; the only thing Imperial about it was the name of the host
institution. Best of all, it brought together a group of talented peo-
ple who found the subject interesting andwhose subsequent work
helped sustain the field for the next several decades. It even in-
spired a 25th anniversary conference, held in London in 1997.

3. Manifolds and vector fields

As mentioned, the concepts and prior results which formed
the point of departure for this kind of nonlinear control, center
around vocabulary and facts mostly unfamiliar in engineering dis-
ciplines. These include differentiable manifold, tangent bundle,
vector fields, distributions and Lie algebras, etc., all prerequisite for
appreciating the theorems of Frobenius, Chow and Rashevskii, and
all that followed along these lines. Much of the background ma-
terial is standard differential geometry, known in something like
its present form for a century or more. Even so, before the 1970s
its use had been largely limited to the study of problems inter-
nal to mathematics itself with little impact on engineering. In his
nice monograph on applications of differential geometry Flanders
(1963)makes a valiant attempt to show engineering relevance but,
in fact, most of the applications he discusses relate to questions in
mathematics and basic electromagnetism.

3.1. Choosing coordinates: an example

Although nowadays the word manifold appears frequently in
the engineering literature, it is often used informally. In mathe-
matics, the idea of a differentiable manifold is all about specifying
precise rules for choosing coordinates and describingwhich spaces
can be given coordinates with ‘‘nice’’ properties. The idea is so cen-
tral to this story that it makes sense to spend a few words on its
development, startingwith awidely studied example having a rich
history and representing many points of view.

Consider the problem of controlling the orientation of a rigid
body using torques generated by gas jets. The equations of motion
for the angular velocities and the orientation of a rigid body with
exogenous torques, have been known since the time of Euler. The
equations for the angular velocities, ignoring the orientation of the
body, aremost elegantly expressed in body fixed coordinates. They
are nonlinear but beautifully symmetric,

I1ω̇1 = (I2 − I3)ω2ω3 + u1

I2ω̇2 = (I3 − I1)ω3ω1 + u2

I3ω̇3 = (I1 − I2)ω1ω2 + u3.

Here the ui are the applied torques, also expressed in body fixed
coordinates. This system, with the input torques restricted in vari-
ous ways, provides variety of concrete examples to illustrate non-
linear controllability results (Brockett, 1976a). However, Euler’s
representation of the equations describing the orientation of the
rigid body relative to a fixed frame of reference using the familiar
(θ, φ, ψ) is less appealing. Although completely suitable for some
problems, such as the precessing top, the introduction of Euler
angles detracts from the natural symmetry and introduces singu-
larities at points where the definition of the Euler angles are de-
generate. As an alternative, consider expressing the orientation of

the body using an orthogonal matrixΘ who is columns are the co-
ordinates of a set of unit vectors representing an orthogonal triad
fixed in the body and expressed in a laboratory frame. The evolu-
tion ofΘ is then given by Θ̇ = ΩΘ whereΩ is a skew-symmetric
matrix formed from the angular velocities expressed in body fixed
coordinates

Ω =

 0 ω3 −ω2
−ω3 0 ω1
ω2 −ω1 0


.

In these coordinates the equations ofmotion can be expressed suc-
cinctly and symmetrically,

Ω̇ = [Î,Ω Î−1Ω] + U; Θ̇ = ΘΩ

where Î is the inertial tensor of the body. The skew-symmetric ma-
trixU accounts for the external torques, appropriately scaled by the
inertial tensor. Here, and throughout, when dealing with matrices,
[A, B] = AB − BA.

Although redundant, in the sense that the matrices Ω and Θ
appear to require a total of 18 scalars for their specification, as
compared with the corresponding description using Euler angles,
these equations have a symmetry reflecting the physical symme-
try, do not require that the inertialmatrix be diagonal, and are even
mathematically meaningful whenΘ andΩ are of any positive di-
mension. Moreover, because Ω = −ΩT , it is specified by three
scalars and the Cayley transformallows one to parametrize orthog-
onal matrices as Θ = (I − S)(I + S)−1 with S = −ST , provided
that I + Θ is invertible. Thus six parameters suffice to specify Ω
and Θ . A short calculation shows that S = (I − Θ)(I + Θ)−1 and
that S satisfies the differential equation

Ṡ = −(1/2)(I − S)Ω(I + S).

Thus, just as in the case of the Euler representation, we have a set
of six scalars that parametrize the motion, provided that we ex-
clude some ‘‘bad’’ points. In fact, there are many coordinate sys-
tems, such as those based on quaternions, that have foundwide use
in representing the equations of motion. The concept of a differen-
tiablemanifold is designed to clarify the relationships between the
various possibilities and to provide a language and a body of facts
which allow one to explain, for example, why any three parameter
scheme for the representation of orientation, such as the Euler an-
gles or the representation asΘ = (I−S)(I+S)−1, must have singu-
larities and why any singularity free embeddings into a cartesian
space, such as the (Ω,Θ) representation appearing here, invari-
ably requires the description to lie in a higher dimensional space.

3.2. Manifolds

There are many important problems in nonlinear control that
only involve ‘‘local behavior’’ valid in the neighborhood of a point
or a specific trajectory. In such cases all the analysis can be thought
of as taking place in a open subset of Rn. Examples of this type
will appear below and in discussing them no mention of the word
manifold is necessary. However, even when doing this sort of lo-
cal analysis there is often an implicit or explicit agreement on
what changes of variable are to be permitted. Usually these are re-
quired to be differentiable throughout the domain of interest. For
example, in studying asymptotic stability it is important to restrict
attention to changes of coordinates that are differentiable at the
equilibrium point. Although ẋ = −x admits x = 0 as an expo-
nentially stable solution, the change of coordinates z = log x gives
ż = −1, an equation that does not even have an equilibrium point.
At the same time, there are important problems such as those in-
volved in the control of tumbling satellites, forwhich a global point
of view is necessary. It is with these in mind that we provide the
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following short discussion, intended to make the reader feel com-
fortablewith phrases such as, ‘‘the topological space X can be given
the structure of an n-dimensional Ck manifold’’.

The concept of a manifold, or rather the various concepts of
what one might mean by a manifold, goes back to Riemann’s 1854
lecture (Riemann, 1868) describing higher dimensional geometry
and,more explicitly, to the 1895 paper of Poincaré (1895) on topol-
ogy. Poincaré’s approach involves seeingmanifolds as subsets ofRn

described by imposing smooth constraints. Consider a set of con-
straints of the form φ1(x) = 0, φ2(x) = 0, . . . , φk(x) = 0 where
φi : Rn

→ R and the matrix of partial derivatives

M =

∂φ1/∂x1 ∂φ1/∂x2 · · · ∂φ1/∂xn
∂φ2/∂x1 ∂φ2/∂x2 · · · ∂φ2/∂xn

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

∂φk/∂x1 ∂φk/∂x2 · · · ∂φk/∂xn


is of rank n−m, both on the set X = {x|φi(x) = 0; i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
and in a neighborhood of X . In this case X admits the structure of an
m-dimensionalmanifold. For example, X = {x|x21+x22+x23−1 = 0}
defines a two-dimensional manifold. In adopting this point of view
one allows the use of coordinates to describe points in X that are
related to the familiar coordinate system in Rm with varying de-
grees of smoothness. For example, one might require different co-
ordinate systems to be related by a r times differentiable change
of coordinates and in this way get a Cr manifold. If a vector field is
to define a flow on a manifold X = {x|φi(x) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
then it is necessary and sufficient that

dφi

dt
=


∂φi

∂x
, f (x)


= 0; i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Today there are many readable accounts of this material but
around 1970 themainstayswere Auslander andMacKenzie (1963),
Bishop and Richard (1964) and Sternberg (1964).

In some settings the requirement that a manifold should neces-
sarily be a subset of Rn seems artificial so a second ‘‘intrinsic’’ def-
inition emerged. It starts with the idea of a locally euclidean space
and attaches coordinate charts with compatibility conditions re-
quiring that when the charts overlap the respective coordinate de-
scriptions should be related by a transformation having a specific
order of differentiability. Itwas onlywith thework ofHasslerWhit-
ney in the 1930s that it was proven that any n-dimensional mani-
fold described in this more intrinsic way could be embedded in Rm

for some sufficiently largem and so the intrinsic definition did not
really provide additional generality. In summary, the words ‘‘X ad-
mits the structure of a n-dimensional differentiable manifold’’ just
means that for each point in X there is a neighborhood of the point
that can be mapped in a one-to-one and onto way to a neighbor-
hood of the origin in Rn and that there exists an agreed upon set
of coordinates with which to make such an identification. A differ-
entiable manifold is not just a set of points with a topology; the
definition also includes restrictions on the coordinates that can be
used for identifying points in the ‘‘pre-manifold’’ with points in Rn.

Of course Rn with its usual topology and usual coordinates is
the most common manifold but there is no shortage of other use-
ful objects to which we can attach coordinates in such a way as to
give them the structure of a manifold. To start with, any open sub-
set of Rn, such as {x|x ≠ 0}, can be given the structure of a man-
ifold. Other examples include, n-dimensional spheres and n-by-n
orthogonal matrices. The set of orthogonal matrices is an exam-
ple of a particularly interesting and ‘‘applications friendly’’ class of
manifolds known as group manifolds, or Lie groups. Special cases
will play a role in the later sections. An example of a set that does
not have the structure of a manifold in a nontrivial way is the sub-
set of R2 consisting of the points {(x, y)|xy = 0}. This set cannot
be given the structure of a one-dimensional manifold because it is
not locally euclidean at x = y = 0. Even though everywhere else

it can be mapped to the real line in one-to-one and onto way, this
is not possible in a neighborhood of the origin.5

3.3. Vector fields

In most of the literature relating to dynamical systems, if the
description of some situation is given in terms of n simultaneous
first order differential equations ẋ = f (x), one says that f (x) de-
fines a vector field. If called on to elaborate, onemight suggest that
it be visualized as a field of arrows whose direction andmagnitude
at a particular value of x is given by the vector f (x). However in
differential geometry the description of a vector field is often ex-
pressed differently. The data in f are associated with the first order
differential operator F =


fi(x)∂/(∂xi) and it is this operator that

is called a vector field. These two ideas are connected by the fact
that if ψ(x) is a scalar valued, differentiable function of x and if x
satisfies ẋ = f (x) then

d
dt
ψ(x) =


n

i=1

fi(x)
∂

∂xi


ψ(x)

or simply ψ̇ = Fψ where F is the first order differentiable opera-
tor appearing on the right-hand side of the equation. In general the
practice of calling the same thing by two different names and/or
using two different notations for the same thing has little to rec-
ommend it but in this case there are compelling reasons. Both

f (x) =


f1
f2
...
fn

 and F = f1
∂

∂x1
+ f2

∂

∂x2
+ · · · + fn

∂

∂xn

find use.

3.4. An emerging vision

Returning now to nonlinear control, we can say in retrospect
that around 1970 the field was in the first stages of a wholesale
extension of linear theory. This program sought to provide a gen-
eralization of linear theory along the following lines.

CONCEPT LINEAR CASE NONLINEAR CASE
state space Rn differentiable

manifold X
description ẋ = Ax + Bu ẋ = f (x, u)
coordinate
changes

linear
transformations

diffeomorphisms

subdomains subspaces of Rn sub manifolds
X̂ ⊂ X

controllability [B, AB, . . . , An−1B] Lie brackets
feedback
laws

u → Mu + Kx u → M(x)u + k(x)

4. Bilinear models and Lie algebras

In the extension of linear theory into nonlinear domains, the
study of bilinear systems forms a useful link. They include lin-
ear systems as a special case and the model fits a number of the
most successful applications of nonlinear theory. In addition, their

5 Milnor (1956) showed, for example, that a seven-dimensional sphere, as
a topological space with the usual topology, can be given the structure of a
seven-dimensional differentiable manifold in multiple, inequivalent, ways, thus
illustrating the need for caution when ascribing the structure of a differentiable
manifold to a space for which only a definition of continuity is given a priori.
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study provides an introduction to Lie algebras, Lie groups, and ho-
mogeneous spaces, introducing relevant algebraic structureswhile
sidestepping some technical issues associated with more general
situations. This class of systems is defined as those representable as

ẋ = Ax +

m
i=1

uiBix; y = Cx; x ∈ Rn.

Their analysis, both local and global aspects, is relatively free of
technicalities. Following the 1968paper of Rink andMohler (1962),
two University of Rome groups, namely, (Bruni, Di Pillo, & Koch,
1971, 1974; D’Allesandro, Isidori, & Ruberti, 1972), developed de-
tailed theories about the structure of these systems, exploring the
similarities and differences with linear systems.

In the 1930s and 40s Norbert Weiner and Y. W. Lee and their
students at MIT, had written extensively about the use of Volterra
expansions in engineering problems such as the evaluation of the
distortion caused by nonlinear elements in amplifier circuits. In
this work, the usual starting point was a block diagram description
of the system based on operators. Rather little attention was paid
to differential equation descriptions of systems. Thus it marked a
new direction when it was observed in Bruni et al. (1974) that bi-
linear systems have convergent Volterra series whose kernels are
relatively easy to compute and characterize (D’Allesandro et al.,
1972). In fact, the Peano–Baker series, expressing the solution of
ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) in terms of a convergent power series,

x(t) =


I +

 t

0
A(σ1) dσ1

+

 t

0

 σ1

0
A(σ1)A(σ2) dσ2dσ1 + · · ·


x(0)

provides themeans for finding theVolterra series expansion for the
solution of ẋ = Ax +


uiBix. To explain this briefly, consider the

special case in which A and Bi are time-invariant and u is a scalar.
Introduce z = e−Atx satisfying the equation

ż =


uie−AtBieAtz; z(0) = x(0).

The first three terms in the Peano–Baker series are then

I +

 t

0
e−Aσ1BeAσ1u(σ1) dσ1

+

 t

0

 σ1

0
e−Aσ1BeA(σ1−σ2)BeAσ2u(σ1)u(σ2) dσ2dσ1

and the rest follow similarly. The corresponding terms in the
Volterra series expansion for x are obtained by premultiplying by
eAt and post multiplying by x(0). If u is bounded the series is con-
vergent on any finite interval. The kernel functions are causal and
if A and Bi are constant with Ax(0) = 0, the kernels are invariant
under time translation, t → t + t0.

4.1. Structure theory of bilinear systems

Structure theories for the constant coefficient case, i.e., A, Bi,
and C all constant, were developed by a number of authors (Brock-
ett, 1972a; Bruni et al., 1971; D’Allesandro et al., 1972; Rink &
Mohler, 1962). The results parallel previous developments for lin-
ear systems but with significant differences. Given a time invariant
system of the form

ẋ = Ax +

m
i=1

uiBix; y = Cx; x(0) = x0 ∈ Rn

distinguish between the situation in which the reachable set from
the given initial condition lies in a proper subspace of Rn andwhen
it does not. In the former case, there exists a linear transformation

x → Tx such that A and Bi are all block upper triangular and, along
with Tx(0) take the form

A =


A11 A12
0 A22


; B =


B11 B12
0 B22


; x(0) =


x1
0


.

Instead of focusing on concepts of controllability/reachability de-
fined in terms of the reachable set (see the next subsection), the
structure theory works with the smallest linear space that con-
tains the reachable set, acknowledging that it depends on the ini-
tial condition. In this way it is possible to reduce the system to an
irreducible system with the same input–output behavior such that
the reachable set from x0 contains a basis for this linear space.6
This does not mean that the reachable set for the reduced system
is the entire vector space. As for observability, an initial state x1
is indistinguishable from x2 if for all u the difference between the
trajectories lie in the kernel of C . This happens if and only if there
is a subspace, invariant for A and each Bi, lying in the kernel of C .
The papers (Brockett, 1972a; D’Allesandro et al., 1972) prove that
for irreducibility defined in this way two irreducible bilinear sys-
tems defining the same input–output map are related by a similar-
ity transformation, just as in the linear case.

Example. Consider the scalar input, n + 1-dimensional bilinear
system having initial condition xT (0) = [1, 0, . . . , 0] and equation
of evolution

d
dt


x0
x1
...
xn

 =


0 0 · · · 0
0 a11 · · · a1n
...

...
...

0 an1 · · · ann



x0
x1
...
xn



+ u


0 0 · · · 0
b1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

bn 0 · · · 0



x0
x1
...
xn

 .
If y = Cx this system simulates the system ż = Az + bu; z(0) =

0; y = Cz and is irreducible in the above sense if and only if the
linear system is controllable.

4.2. Matrix Lie algebras and linear differential equations

A Lie algebra is a vector space togetherwith a bilinearmap,writ-
ten as [·, ·], which maps L × L to L. It is subject to two condi-
tions, skew-symmetry, [L1, L2] = −[L2, L1] and the Jacobi identity,
[L1, [L2, L3]]+[L2, [L3, L1]]+[L3, [L1, L2]] = 0. The elements of a Lie
algebra form a linear space and to describe the Lie algebraic struc-
ture it is enough to identify a basis for the space, say {g1, g2, . . . , gl}
and to specify the three index array Γ whose entries, γ i

jk, are such
that [gi, gj] =


γ k
ij gk. These are called the structure constants rel-

ative to the given basis. However, anotherway to characterize a Lie
algebra is to construct a one-to-one correspondence between the
abstract Li and a set of matrices {Ti} such that if Li corresponds to Ti
and if [Li, Lj] =


γ k
ij Lk then we have TiTj − TjTi =


γ k
ij Tk. In this

case the Ti are said to provide a representation of the Lie algebra.
The 1972 paper (Brockett, 1973a) discusses various ways that

Lie theory can be useful in the study of control problems, focus-
ing on bilinear models. Useful as the Peano–Baker series is, there
are other representations of the fundamental solution of ẋ(t) =

A(t)x(t) which provide further details about the structure of the

6 Theword ‘‘irreducible’’ is usedhere, rather than ‘‘minimal’’ to be consistentwith
the terminology of Schur’s lemma, as used in the theory of group representations,
and to avoid conflictwith theyway thewordminimal is otherwise used in nonlinear
control.
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solution. Suppose that A(t) takes the form A(t) =

φi(t)Ai with

the A1, A2, . . . , Am constant matrices and the φi scalar functions
of time. Now consider the possibility of finding a set of matrices
L1, L2, . . . , Lk such that it is possible to express the fundamental
solution of ẋ = A(t)x as

Φ(t) = eL1g1(t)eL2g2(t) · · · eLkgk(t).

The time derivative of this product of exponentials can be written
as
d
dt
Φ =


ġ1L1 + ġ2eg1L1L2e−g1L1

+ ġ3eg1L1eg2L2L3e−g2L2e−g1L1 + · · ·

Φ.

The identity

eABe−A
= B + [A, B] +

1
2!

[A, [A, B]] +
1
3!

[A, [A, [A, B]]] + · · ·

follows from power series expansion of the exponential. Using this
repeatedly, it is not too difficult to prove that if {Li} form a basis for
a Lie algebra that contains the Ai then it will be possible to find a
differential equation for the gi whose solution is such that the fun-
damental solution of ẋ = A(t)x can be expressed in the form given.
The differential equation for the gi is nonlinear, and solutions may
have a finite escape time, but the equations for the gi will always
be solvable for small values of |t|.

Contributors to this circle of ideas include (Chen, 1957, 1962;
Magnus, 1954; Wei & Norman, 1963, 1964). One important aspect
of this work is that it relates the intrinsic complexity of finding a
solution of the linear equation ẋ =


φi(t)Aix to the dimension

of the lowest dimensional Lie algebra having {Ai} in its linear span.
This has proved to be important in understanding controllability,
the sufficient statistics problem in nonlinear filtering, and various
aspects of quantum control.

Given a Lie algebraL, either each element ofL can be expressed
in one or more ways as a bracket involving other elements of L or
else elements of the form [L,L] form a proper sub algebra of L.
More generally, associated with any Lie algebra L there is a chain
of sub algebras defined inductively byL0 = L andLi = [L,Li−1].
This is called the lower central series of L and if the containment
is proper at each stage, terminating with Lf = 0, then the Lie al-
gebra is said to be nilpotent. The definition of a solvable Lie algebra
is similar but differs in that the successor in the series is defined
to be Li+1 = [Li,Li]. If this series terminates in 0 then the al-
gebra is said to be solvable. All nilpotent algebras are solvable but
not conversely. For example, the set of all lower (or upper) triangu-
lar matrices form a solvable algebra whereas the set of all strictly
lower (or upper) triangular matrices form a nilpotent Lie algebra.
If ẋ =


φ(t)Aix and the {Ai} generate a nilpotent Lie algebra then

the Peano–Baker series has only a finite number of terms. If the
Lie algebra generated by the Ai is solvable then the fundamental
solution can be expressed in terms of sums of integrals of matrix
exponentials.

4.3. Bilinear systems and Lie groups

Amatrix Lie group is a set of nonsingular matrices that is closed
under multiplication and inversion and admits the structure of a
differentiablemanifold. Examples include the set of all nonsingular
n-by-n matrices for a fixed integer n and the set of all n-by-n
orthogonal matrices for a fixed integer n. Matrix Lie algebras are,
in a sense, the logarithms of matrix Lie groups. That is, givenL, the
set of all products of the form eL1eL2 · · · eLk with Li ∈ L is closed
undermultiplication and inversion. The dimension of themanifold
defined by this set of products equals the number of linearly
independent elements in L. For example, the n-by-n orthogonal
matrices are exponentials of skew-symmetric matrices and admit

the structure of a Lie group of dimension n(n− 1)/2. These ‘‘group
manifolds’’ were studied extensively beginning in the latter part of
the 19th century by the Norwegian mathematician Sophus Lie and
are named after him. More generally, Lie groups are groups whose
points can be given the structure of a differentiable manifold with
the operations of multiplication and inversion being continuous.
There are many textbooks devoted to these ideas; Rossmann
(2003) is a recent example. The subject lies at the crossroads of
algebraic group theory and differential geometry and is an integral
part of physics and mathematics.

In the theory of first order linear differential equations ẋ =

Ax the fundamental solution is a matrix Φ which satisfies Φ̇ =

AΦ with Φ(0) = I . The solution of the vector equation is then
Φ(t)x(0). Of course Φ belongs to Gl(n), the Lie group of n-by-n
nonsingularmatrices and x(0) is an arbitrary point inRn. In the lan-
guage of differential geometry, it is said that the group of all non-
singularmatrices, writtenGl(n), acts onRn sending x intoΦx. More
generally, a subgroup G1 ⊂ Gl(n) is said to act on a set S ⊂ Rn if
for all s ∈ S and all G ∈ G1 Gs ∈ S. If, in addition, for any two points
s1, s2 ∈ S there exists G ∈ G1 such that Gs1 = s2 then G1 is said to
act transitively on S and S is said to be a homogeneous space. For ex-
ample, the n-by-n orthogonalmatrices act transitively on the set of
all unit vectors inRn,making theunit sphere a homogeneous space.

In studying the reachable set for bilinear systems, the relevant
Lie algebra consists of the smallest linearly closed set of matri-
ces that contain A and B1, B2, . . . , Bm while being closed under the
bracket operation introduced above. Apparently the first papers
specifically targeting reachability problems for bilinear systems
are those of Kučera (1966, 1967) who investigated the evolution of
an invertiblematrix satisfying Ẋ =


A +


Bi

X . Brockett (1972b)

investigated reachability problems on Lie groups andmade contact
with earlier work on linear and bilinear systems via the idea of a
homogeneous space. This paper also explored some special proper-
ties associatedwith solvable and compact groups and gave a Lie al-
gebraic theorem on controllability with a drift term strong enough
to cover linear systems. For the latter, consider a bilinear system
ẋ = Ax +


uiBix under the assumption that [adkA(Bi), Bj] = 0

for all i and j and k = 1, 2, . . .. (Here, and below, adA(·) = [A, ·],
ad2A(·) = [A, [A, ·]], etc.) In this situation the effect of the drift term,
Ax, and the effects of the individual ui are separable in the sense
that x can be expressed as
x(t) = eAtΦ1(u1)Φ2(u2) · · ·Φm(um)x(0)
where Φi is of the form eHi with Hi in the Lie algebra generated by
adkA(Bi). This fact was used to show that the effect of the drift can
be accounted for explicitly and that the reachable set at time t is
the set of all x of the form x = eAteH with H an arbitrary element of
the Lie algebra generated by adkA(Bi). This result was subsequently
generalized by Hirschorn (1973) using properties of special classes
of Lie algebras which play an important role in several aspects of
the subject. Reference (Brockett, 1972b) also considers nonlinear
observability. The paper (Brockett, 1973b) makes use of proper-
ties of compact groups to develop a theory of systems evolving on
spheres; this work is directly applicable to controllability issues in
quantum control.

5. Linear analytic models

Assuming that f (x, u) is has the required differentiability with
respect to u at u = 0, a Taylor series expansion gives
ẋ = f (x, u) = f0(x)+ uf1(x)+ · · · .

The 1963 papers by Hermes and Haynes (1963) and Hermann
(1963) restrict their attention to systems in ‘‘linear analytic form’’,
i.e.,

ẋ = f (x)+

m
i=1

uigi(x)
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with f and gi being analytic in x. Subsequently this model has been
used extensively in the control literature both as a starting point
for controllability studies and also in the study of canonical forms
for systems. On one hand, this seems to represent a considerable
generalization with respect to the bilinear model but, as will be
discussed later, bilinear systems have a remarkable ability to ap-
proximate systems of this more general form. In fact, although the
techniques used appear to be rather different, the successes and
failures in the study of linear analytic systems are not that differ-
ent from those encountered in the bilinear situation.

5.1. Vector fields and Lie brackets

Before discussing various advances that were made in the con-
trol of linear analytic systems it is necessary to define what is
meant by the Lie bracket as an operation mapping a pair of vector
fields into a third. Initially, it is sufficient to consider vector fields
defined in the neighborhood of a point in Rn because the definition
of the Lie bracket is entirely local. Under mild assumptions, an au-
tonomous differential equation ẋ = f (x) determines, at least for
small values of |t|, a unique integral curve passing through a given
point. If ẋ = f (x) then ẍ = fxf where fx is the Jacobian of f . Thus
the first three terms in the Taylor series expansion of x(t) gives

x(t) ≈ x0 + f (x0)t + fx(x0)f (x0)t2/2.

Now, suppose that there are two differential equations defined on
the same space, ẋ = f (x) and ẋ = g(x). If x satisfies ẋ = f (x) on
the interval 0 ≤ t < ϵ and satisfies ẋ = g(x) for ϵ ≤ t ≤ 2ϵ we
can estimate x(2ϵ) as follows. (All calculations are correct to sec-
ond order only.) Because the initial value for the second part of the
path is not x0 but rather, x0 + f ϵ + fxf ϵ2/2, we have

x(2ϵ) ≈ x0 + ϵf + fxf ϵ2/2 + g(x0 + f ϵ)ϵ + g ′gϵ2/2

again, accurate to second order. The Taylor series expansion of
g(x0 + f ϵ) gives g(x0 + f ϵ)ϵ ≈ g(x0)t + gxf ϵ2 + gxgϵ2/2, still
correct to second order, and finally,

x(2ϵ) = x0 + ϵ(f + g)+ fxf ϵ2/2 + gxf ϵ2 + gxgϵ2/2

where f , fx, g, gx are all to be evaluated at x0. Now consider x(2ϵ)
to be the half-way point along a path that is to be completed by fol-
lowing ẋ = −f (x) for ϵ units of time and then following ẋ = −g(x)
for an additional ϵ units of time. It will be seen that in evaluating
the end point of the complete path, the first order terms cancel out
but the second order terms do not. Working through the details
gives

x(4ϵ)− x0 = (gxf − fxg)ϵ2
def
=[f , g]ϵ2.

For f and g differentiable, the quantity [f , g] is called the Lie
bracket of f and g . Clearly, [f , g] = −[g, f ], and assuming that
f , g, h are twice differentiable, a further calculation shows that the
Jacobi identity, [f , [g, h]] + [g, [h, f ]] + [h, [f , g]] = 0 holds.

Remark on notation. Observe that in terms of F =


fi ∂∂xi and
G =


gi ∂∂x , the bracket [f , g] corresponds to FG − GF . However,

in the case of linear vector fields written as Ax and Bx, there is a
conflict involving the definition of matrix multiplication on one
hand and composition of linear differential operators on the other.
This leads to [Ax, Bx] = (BA − AB)x = [B, A]x.

5.2. Lie algebras, distributions and controllability

From its definition, it is clear that the Lie bracket should play
a role in the theory of the controllability of systems of the form
ẋ = f (x)u1 + g(x)u2. The four segment path described above sug-
gests that not only is it possible to steer x in the directions defined

by f and g but also to create displacements in the direction [f , g].
Moreover, iterating on this idea, it seems that it should be possible
to generate displacements in the directions [f , [f , g]], [g, [f , g]],
[f , [f , [f , g]]] etc. As explained below, a precise statement along
these lines, together with a proof was given in the papers of Chow
(1939) and Rashevskii (1938) (independently). The relevance of
their result, with some extensions, is the message contained in
Hermann (1963) and elaborated on by Haynes and Hermes (1970).
The proof uses the concept of a distribution alongwith the integra-
bility theorem of Frobenius. In the case of linear control systems,
the Cayley–Hamiltonian theorem can be invoked to show that the
exploration of the Lie brackets has a definite stopping point. Bail-
lieul (1981) showed that something similar is true for polynomial
vector fields.

Along with an n-dimensional manifold X comes a 2n-
dimensional manifold T (X) called the tangent bundle of X . Its for-
mal definition makes precise the intuitive idea of a tangent plane
being attached to X at each point so that in a small neighborhoodN
of a point in X the tangent bundle looks like a cartesian productN×

Rn. We can interpret the vector f appearing in ẋ = f (x) as defin-
ing a pair (x, f (x)) belonging to the tangent bundle. Likewise, given
two differential equations ẋ = f (x) and ẋ = g(x), with f (x) ≠ g(x)
the set (x, αf + βg) for α and β arbitrary real numbers, defines a
two-dimensional subspace of the tangent plane at each point x. In-
stead of attaching the entire tangent plane at each point of X to get
T (X), a set of vector fields on X can be thought of as defining a sub-
space of the tangent plane at each point. The resulting structure is
called a distribution7 it is an assignment of a subspace of the tangent
spacewhich depends on the point in themanifold in a smoothway.

A distribution, defined as the span of a set of vector fields,
{f1, f2, . . . , fm} on an n-dimensionalmanifold X , is said to have con-
stant rank if the rank of the n-by-mmatrix [f1, f2, . . . , fm] does not
depend on x. The distribution is said to be involutive if any two vec-
tor fields taking on values in the distribution has the property that
their Lie bracket also takes on values in this distribution. That is,
the value of [fi, fj] at each point x takes on values in the distribution
andmust not introduce a new direction. The theorem of Frobenius
asserts that there is (at least locally) a sub manifold of X , say XD,
associated with an involutive distribution D .8 The theorem can be
thought of as a generalization of the observation that if f (x0) ≠ 0
then there exists a change of variable, z = φ(x) defined in a neigh-
borhood of x0 such that the differential equation takes the form
ż = c with c constant.9 Thus the solution of the differential equa-
tion, expressed in these coordinates, is simply z(t) = z0 + f (z0)t
and consequently there are n − 1 constants of motion.

In summary, what Chow and Rashevskii added is the statement
that if we have a set of vector fields, g1, g2, . . . , gk which is not
involutive, and if we form their involutive closure by adding to
this collection the possible brackets [gi, gj], brackets of brackets
[gi[gj, gk]] etc., increasing the dimension of the distribution until
it becomes involutive, then given any two points in the manifold
whose existence is assured by the theorem of Frobenius, there is

7 Sometimes called a ‘‘distribution in the sense of Chevalley’’ to distinguish
it from the distributions in the sense of Laurent Schwartz which play a role in
functional analysis.
8 Although Frobenius proved this result, he was not the first to do so. A. Clebsch

and F. Deahnaworking independently andon separate aspects, had alreadydone the
equivalent considerably earlier. Even so, we are following convention and referring
to it as the theorem of Frobenius.
9 The idea of the proof is as follows. Because f (x0) ≠ 0 it is nonzero throughout

a neighborhood of x0 . The solution of the differential equation ẋ = f (x) starting at
x1 , near x0 , takes the form x(t) = x1 + f (x1)t + h(t) where h is second order in t .
Clearly it is possible to make a change of variables in (t, x) space introducing t as a
coordinate and giving the equation the desired form.
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a path which joins them and which can be generated by follow-
ing solutions of just the original vector fields g1, g2, . . . , gk. Ob-
viously this can be interpreted as a controllability result and the
title of Rashevskii’s paper suggests exactly that. Thus, to determine
the reachable set for the system ẋ =


gi(x)ui, bracket the vector

fields gi and their brackets, etc. until further bracketing produces
only vector fields which lie in a distribution D . Then determine
a corresponding Frobenius manifold which contains x0. Given any
second point x1 on that manifold, and a positive number t1 there
exists a control u(t)defined on [0, ti]which steers this system from
x0 to x1. All this was reviewed, spelling the relevant assumptions,
in Lobry’s survey (Lobry, 1973).

5.3. Reachability with a drift term

This Frobenius–Chow–Rashevskii–Hermann sequence gives a
nice result on controllability. However almost all real systems have
a drift term and this severely limits its applicability. In fact, this line
of thought does not even let one treat linear systems of the form
ẋ = Ax+Bu. Exploiting the fact that the vector fields of a linear sys-
tem form a solvable lie algebra, there is a result in Brockett (1972b)
that covers linear systems from the Lie algebraic point of view but
for the more general situation involving drift, Krener (1974) and,
independently, Sussmann and Jurdjevic (1972) established a gen-
eral result applicable to systems with drift. What they showed is
that if one, in effect, treats the drift as if it were a controlled vector
field and computes the Frobenius–Chow–Rashevskiimanifold con-
taining x0, then the set of reachable points from x0 contains some
open set in this manifold.Without further assumptions, little more
can be said.

Earlier on, in their 1967 book on optimal control (Markus &
Ernest, 1967) Markus and Lee included a number of interesting
asides, including a reference to Caratheodory in the context of con-
trollability. More relevant here, they show that the system ẋ =

f (x, u)with f (0, 0) = 0 and f differentiable in both x and u is such
that any point in a neighborhood of the origin can be reached from
x = 0 provided that the linear system ẋ = Ax + Bu is control-
lable where A = (∂ f )/∂x) and B = (∂ f )/∂u), both evaluated at
(x, u) = (0, 0). A proof can be made using the standard construc-
tion of u for the linearized system ẋ = Ax + Bu together with an
appeal to the inverse function theorem. Interpreted in the present
context, this says that for

ẋ = f0(x)+ uf1(x)+ u2f2(x)+ · · ·

with f (0) = 0, the Lie brackets at x = 0 are

f1(0); [f0, f1] = −
∂ f0
∂x

f1


0
; [f0, [f0, f1]] =


∂ f0
∂x

2

f1


0

· · · .

That is, if the linearized system is controllable then brackets of the
form adif (gj) span and no brackets involving two ormore gi are nec-
essary to generate a spanning set.

Local controllability problems: Assuming a system of the form
ẋ = f (x)+


uigi with f (0) = 0 and u taking on values in Rm, find

necessary and sufficient conditions on f and gi such that:

a. there exist a neighborhood N of x = 0 such that every point in
N can be reached.

b. there exist a neighborhood N of x = 0 such that every point in
N can be reached in arbitrarily small time.

c. there exist neighborhoods N1 and N2 ⊂ N1 of x = 0 such that
every point in N2 can be reached in arbitrarily small time fol-
lowing a trajectory that does not leave N1.

Such problems were widely studied in the 1970s and a variety
of sufficient conditions were given, but general necessary and suf-
ficient conditions proved elusive. In studying the reachable set, it
proved to be useful to look at the way in which various distribu-
tions are built up, starting from f and g1, g2, . . . , gm. In particular,
it is useful to organize the Lie brackets in terms of the fewest num-
ber of occurrences of the gis needed to span a given sub distribu-
tion. See Sussmann (1978). From this point of view, an ordering in
which brackets of the form adkf (g) (i.e., terms with gi entering lin-
early) come before brackets with any number of f s and two gi such
as [gi, adkf (gj)] and then three gi, etc. Just as the function y = xn

maps R onto R if n is odd but not if it is even, examples suggest
that for a scalar input system ẋ = f (x) + ug(x) the effect of the
drift term can be neutralized by brackets that are linear in the gi
but not necessarily those involving ‘‘squares’’, etc.

Example. Consider ẋ = f (x)+ ug in the form
ẋ1
ẋ2


=


−x1
0


+


1
xp1


u

Lie algebra, calculations continuing from

[g, f ] =


−1
pxp


; ad2g(f ) =


0

α2x
p−1
1


; ad3g(f ) =


0

α3xp−2


show that p + 1 occurrences of g are necessary to get a set of
brackets that spanwhen evaluated at x = 0. Proceeding directly, by
solving the first equation foru gives ẋ2 = xp1(ẋ1+x1). Consequently,
for trajectories starting at the origin

x2(t) = (p + 1)−1xp+1
1 (t)+

 t

0
xp+1
1 (σ ) dσ .

Thus if p is odd then x2(t) ≥ 0 and there are points in any neighbor-
hood of the origin that are not reachable. If p is even let u be some
control defined on [0, τ ] having average value zero and pth mo-
ment nonzero. Such a control steers (0, 0) to a point of the form
(0, a) and by scaling u we see that any point of this form can be
reached. Because the equation for x1 is controllable, given any b
there is a control that steers (0, 0) to (b, c). This shows that points
of the form (b, c + a) are reachable from (0, 0) with a arbitrary.
Thus if p is even, an odd number of occurrences of g suffices and
any point is reachable from the origin.

If the drift term is such that the free motion is periodic for all
initial conditions or, more generally, if it has some kind of ‘‘near
periodicity’’ then the drift term is approximately reversible in the
sense that if the free motion is periodic of period T then the solu-
tion at time T − ϵ is the same the solution of ẋ = −f (x) at time
ϵ. A result of this type was given by Lobry (1974), who postulated
Poisson stability of a symmetric drift term on a compact manifold.
Brockett (1976a) proved controllability under the hypothesis that
the drift vector field generates an almost periodic solution for all
initial conditions. The application of such ideas to variousmechan-
ical systems has been widely investigated.

Controllability properties along a reference trajectory have
been investigated byHermes (1974, 1976). Let x(t) denote a trajec-
tory of a control systemwith x(0) = x0. Hermes defines the system
to be locally controllable along a given trajectory if at time t1 > 0
all points in some open neighborhood of x(t1) can be reached us-
ing solutions starting at x0 and he developed sufficient conditions
to determine local controllability along a reference trajectory. The
papers of Hermes (1974, 1976, 1978) and Krener (1975) investi-
gated local controllability via nilpotent approximations.
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6. Systems and canonical forms

Even though much of the theory of linear systems focuses on
coordinate free concepts such as controllability, eigenvalue place-
ment, etc., special choices of coordinates, such as those leading
to Jordan normal form, also play an important role. Likewise, in
studying nonlinear systems special choices of coordinates are of-
ten useful. However, now there are a number of possibilities to be
considered. One would certainly want to consider two systems as
being equivalent if they are related by a diffeomorphism. But, the
set of diffeomorphisms is infinite dimensional in any reasonable
sense and difficult to characterize in a concrete way. It seemsmore
promising to focus on quantities that are invariant under changes
of coordinates. Such quantities, if they exist, might allow one to
check whether or not two seemingly different control systems are
the same towithin a change of coordinates, and if not, what are the
obstructions to finding a suitable coordinate change.

6.1. A global isomorphism theorem

A central idea in the theory of linear time invariantmodels is the
fact that if ẋ = Ax + Bu; y = Cx and ż = Fz + Gu; y = Hx are both
controllable, observable, and finite dimensional, and if they define
the same input–output map, (that is, CeAtB = HeFtG) then there
exists a nonsingular matrix T such that TAT−1

= F , TB = G and
CT−1

= H . That is, under the given circumstances, a representation
of a linear time invariant system is unique to within a choice of
basis.

The papers of Sussmann (1973, 1977) considers input–output
models of the form

ẋ = f (x, u); y = φ(x); u(t) ∈ U

where x takes on values in a manifold X and y in a manifold N . The
question addressed, and we paraphrase here, is this. If there is a
second system, with the same input set and out space,

ż = a(z, u); y = ψ(z); u(t) ∈ U

such that for each initial state x(0) of the x-system there is an initial
state z(0) of the z-system such that the input–output maps of the
two systems are the same, and for each initial state z(0) there is
a corresponding state x(0) such that the input–output relation of
the twomaps are the same, thenwhat additional conditions on the
two systems are needed if one is to conclude that the systems are
isomorphic in the sense that there exists a diffeomorphism φ such
that z = φ(x).

Asmight be anticipated, it is necessary to assume that the vector
fields are complete in the sense that for any admissible choice of
u, the integral curves exist for all time. If the manifolds and the
vector fields are analytic, if the systems both have the accessibility
property, and if any two initial states are distinguishable, then the
conclusion follows and there is a similar result in the C∞ case if
the vector fields have a certain symmetry. See Sussmann (1977)
for more details and references to important preliminary material.
This subject was further examined by Jakubczyk (1980).

6.2. Local equivalences

As noted above, if a smooth vector field is nonzero at a point
then there exists a change of coordinates in the neighborhood of
that point such that the vector field is constant. In this sense, in the
neighborhood of a point, all smooth, nonzero vector fields are the
same. However, in the neighborhood of a pointwhere a vector field
vanishes, things are more interesting. Near the end of the nine-
teenth century Poincaré and Liapunov (independently) considered
the following question. If ẋ = f (x) with f analytic and f (0) = 0,
when is it possible to find a diffeomorphism φ such that z = φ(x)

satisfies ż = Az for some constant matrix A? That is, when is it
possible to find a change of variables that recasts a nonlinear dif-
ferential equation with an equilibrium point in linear form. They
gave sufficient conditions for the existence of a φ, defined for x in
some neighborhood of the origin, such that under the change of
variables z = φ(x) the differential equation ẋ = f (x) becomes
ż = fφ(z) = φxf (φ−1(z))where

φx =
∂φ

∂x


x=φ−1(z)

and fφ(·) is linear. The conditions involve only the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian of f evaluated at zero. They require a strong form of
non resonance; no integer combination of the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian fx can vanish, and they require that all the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian should lie to one side of a line through the origin in
the complex plane.

There is one very important property of Lie algebras of vector
fields relating to change of coordinates. Let fφ denote the trans-
formed version of f given by fφ(·) = ((∂φ)/∂x)f (φ−1(·)). If [f , g]
= h then [fφ, gφ] = hφ . That is to say, one can bracket and
then change coordinates or one can change coordinates and then
bracket and the result will be the same. In this way, a diffeomor-
phism φ defines a Lie algebra homomorphism. That this is so can
be reasoned by reflecting on the fact that we get the same result
if we solve a differential equation and then change coordinates or
change coordinates and then solve the differential equation. This
sometimes expressed by saying that the Lie bracket is a natural op-
eration. One consequence of this is that if a set of vector fields, say
{g1, g2, . . . , gm} is an involutive collection and if φ is a diffeomor-
phism sending them into {g̃1, g̃2, . . . , g̃m} then this distribution is
also involutive.

6.3. Linear systems from a nonlinear point of view

It is sometimes convenient to avoid the discussion of time vary-
ing vector fields by adding an additional component to the state
vector satisfying ẋ0 = 1. In this way a time varying system in
Rn, ẋ =


bi(t)ui is replaced by a time invariant system ẋ =

bi(x0)ui; ẋ0 = 1 evolving in Rn+1. Krener (1973) considered the
question of how to determine if there exists a change of coordi-
nates such that a linear analytic system is transformed into a linear
system of the form ẋ =


bi(t)ui.

A short calculation then shows that the vector fields

b̃0 =


1
0
...
0

 ; b̃1 =


0

b11(x0)
...

b1n(x0)

 ; b̃2 =


0

b21(x0)
...

b2n(x0)

 ; etc.

satisfy the commutation relations

[b̃0, b̃i] =



0
∂bi1
∂x0
...
∂bin
∂x0

 ; [adkb0(bi), ad
l
b0(bj)] = 0; 0 ≤ k, l ≤ n.

The central idea involved in investigating the existence of a change
of variables that converts ẋ = f (x)+


gi(x)ui to linear form is the

fact that a change of variables defines a mapping from the Lie al-
gebra associated with f and gi to the Lie algebra associated with
their transformed versions and this mapping is a Lie algebra ho-
momorphism. Thus if there exists a change of variables that puts
ẋ = f (x)+


gi(x)ui in the linear form defined above, it is neces-

sary that the Lie algebra generated by f and the gi satisfy the com-
mutation relations [adkf (gi), ad

l
f (gj)] = 0. This condition turn out
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to be sufficient as well.10 Notice that this solves the problem of de-
termining the circumstances under which there exists a time de-
pendent transformation z = φ(x, t) sending ẋ = f (x)+


gi(x)ui

to ż =


bi(t)ui. This does not solve the problem of finding con-
ditions under which there exists a diffeomorphism z = φ(x) that
transforms ẋ = f (x)+


gi(x)ui to ż = Az +


biui. An answer to

this latter question would subsume the Liapunov–Poincaré prob-
lem discussed above.

6.4. Embedding and representations

To set the stage for what is to come next, consider the pair of
scalar input systems

ẋ = ax2 + 2bx + c + u and

ż1
ż2


=


b a
c −b

 
z1
z2


+


0
z1


u.

It follows from the equation for z that z1/z2 satisfies

d
dt


z1
z2


= a


z1
z2

2

+ 2b

z1
z2


+ c + u

and thus, as long as z2 ≠ 0 the nonlinear system describing x is
simulated by a bilinear system describing z. However, clearly there
is no ‘‘change of variable’’ y = φ(x) such that the equation for y is
bilinear. This illustrates the importance of distinguishing between
what can be achieved by a diffeomorphism φ : X → Z and what
can be achieved by an embedding of a system in a higher dimen-
sional space.

In Krener (1975) assumes a linear analytic model of the form
ẋ = f (x) +


gi(x)ui but now considers, as a target, the bilinear

system ż = Az+


uiBiz. To simply ask if there is a diffeomorphism
z = φ(x) such that z satisfies a bilinear equation would, again, run
up against the Liapunov–Poincaré problem. Instead, Krener asks if
in the neighborhood of a point x0 there is a bilinear matrix system
Ż = AZ +


uiBiZ and a map φ such that x = φ(Z) for all u that is

sufficiently small in an appropriate sense. Reasoning as above and
using the fact thematrix Lie algebra generated by A, B1, B2, . . . , Bm
is necessarily finite dimensional, one sees that it is necessary that f
and g1, g2, . . . , gm generate a finite dimensional Lie algebra. A the-
orem of Ado dating from 1935 (Ado, 1935) states that every finite
dimensional Lie algebra has a matrix representation, and Krener
uses this to show that the necessary condition is also sufficient.

7. Feedback invariants and feedback linearization

Given that ordinarily some form of feedback will be used to
modify the performance of a system that is to be controlled, and
given that the form of the feedback is often arbitrary except for
bounds on the controls, the characterization of a system it is often
more meaningful to focus on properties of the system that are in-
variantwith respect to feedback. For example, unless the inputs are
bounded, the reachable set of states is invariant under feedback so
that in this case reachability questions depend only on properties
that are feedback invariant.

10 The Jacobi identity can be used to show that the condition [adkf (gi), ad
l
f (gj)] = 0

for all k + l ≤ r is equivalent to the condition that [adsf (gi), gj] = 0 equals zero for
all s ≤ r .

7.1. Linear systems with linear feedback

In 1970 Brunovsky (1970) and Rosenbrock (1970) published re-
sults describing the feedback invariants for a controllable linear
system ẋ = Ax + Bu, assuming linear time invariant feedback and
linear changes of variable in state and input. More explicitly, they
considered transformations whereby x is replaced by z = Px, and
u is replaced by v = Mu + Kx. This change results in the new de-
scription, ż = (PAP−1

− M−1KP−1)z + PBM−1v. The situation is
captured by the block lower triangular transformation
z
v


=


P 0
K M

 
x
u


and


x
u


=


P−1 0

−M−1KP−1 M−1

 
z
v


where P and M are invertible matrices and K is arbitrary, as de-
scribed by Wonham and Morse (1972). This lower triangular rep-
resentation gives a concise formulation of the linear feedback group.
Brunovsky and Rosenbrock showed, in rather different ways, that
the only invariants with respect to change of basis and linear feed-
back are a certain set of positive integers (controllability indices)
and that any controllable, n-dimensional system such that the rank
of B equals the dimension of u can, through this type of transfor-
mation, be recast as a set of rank B decoupled systems whose size
is fixed by these indices.

These indices can be related to the pair (A, B) in various ways,
but for our purposes it is most convenient to introduce rk = rank
[B, AB, . . . , Ak−1B]. These integers are invariant under the action
of the feedback group. From one point of view, the situation is
summed up by saying that any linear time invariant system is
feedback equivalent to a decoupled set of higher order systems
(di/dt i = x(i))

x(k1)1 = u1; x(k2)2 = u2; · · · ; x(km)m = um,

and the ki are determined by the ri.

7.2. Nonlinear equivalence and feedback invariants

The problems raised in the NASA report by Meyer and Cicolani
(1975) initiated a study of nonlinear feedback invariants. In ex-
tending linear theory to linear analytic systems, the first step is to
identify an appropriate nonlinear version of a group action anal-
ogous to the group action used in the linear case. The definition
should be such that the transformations take linear analytic sys-
tems into linear analytic systems and should include x → φ(x)
with φ a diffeomorphism. The fact that the inputs are required
to enter the equations linearly implies that only linear changes
of variable are allowable for the inputs. Consider replacing u by
v = M(x)(u − k(x)) with M(x) nonsingular and analytic in x and
k also analytic in x and then expressing the equations in terms of
z = φ(x) with φ a diffeomorphism. In this way we get a family of
systemswhich can be regarded as being equivalent. This definition
of the feedback group which emerged out of the work of Brockett
(1978) and Jakubczyk and Respondek (1980), is a substantial gen-
eralization of the linear case.

It is not to be expected that it will be possible to find a com-
plete set of invariants for linear analytic systems unless further as-
sumptions are made. Because the Lie algebra generated by f and
g1, g2, . . . , gm is not feedback invariant (even in the linear case)
one of the main tools used above, i.e. the fact that x → φ(x) in-
duces a Lie algebra homomorphism, is ineffective here. However,
if we restrict attention to a neighborhood of an equilibrium point,
there exist invariants analogous to the controllability indices. If α
and β are smooth scalar functions then

[f + αgi, βgj] = β[f , gj] +


∂β

∂x
, f

gj + αβ[gi, gj]

−β


∂α

∂x
, gj


gi + α


∂β

∂x
, gi


gj.
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This shows that if [gi, gj] = 0 then feedback alters the span of the
brackets in the series adkf (gi), ad

k−1
f (gi), . . . , gi a very limited way.

Making this more systematic, consider the way the Lie algebra
of vector fields generated by f and g1, g2, . . . , gm builds up from
its generators. First consider only brackets that are linear in the gi.
Such brackets generate a family of distributions, denoted by Dl,
and defined as

D0 = span{g1, g2, . . . , gm}

D1 = span{D0, [f , g1], [f , g2], . . . , [f , gm]}

· · ·

Dk = span{Dk−1, adkf (g1), ad
k
f (g2), . . . , ad

k
f (gk)}.

Wewill say that these distributions are regular if the dimension of
the space they span is the same at each point in a neighborhood
of the origin and from now on, we limit attention to systems for
which these distributions are regular. As described in Brockett
(1978) it follows from the above identity that these distributions
are feedback invariant. For i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 the dimension of
Di, is a feedback invariant for the system.

From thiswe see that if two systemswhose drift terms vanish at
x = 0 are feedback equivalent with a diffeomorphism that maps 0
to 0 then their correspondingD series must have the same dimen-
sion at each level and must have the given regularity properties.

Example. Consider the distinction between the system on the left
and the one on the right.
ẋ1
ẋ2


=


x2

f (x1)


+


0
1


u;


ẋ1
ẋ2


=


x32

f (x1)


+


0
1


u

both being two-dimensional, scalar input systems. For these sys-
tems D0 and D1 are spanned by

left
system


0
1


and


0
1


,


1
0


right

system


0
1


and


0
1


,


3x2

0


.

These systems are not feedback equivalent with any diffeomor-
phism φ that maps 0 to 0 because at x = 0 the distributions are
not of the same dimension.

7.3. Feedback linearization

Any linear subspace of the tangent bundle of Rn is integrable
but, typically distributions are not and this is an important part of
what makes the study of nonlinear feedback invariants more in-
volved than what is found in the linear case. The space spanned by
the columns of B, not only defines a subspace of the tangent bundle
ofRn but it also defines a subspace ofRn itselfwhichmakes it possi-
ble to define a submanifoldwhose tangent space is the range space
of B. More generally, the same is true of the span of the columns of
[B, AB, . . . , Ak−1B]. This already shows that if ẋ = f (x)+


uigi(x)

is feedback equivalent to a controllable linear system then these
distributions must be integrable.

From what was said above it is clear that a necessary condition
for ẋ = f (x) +


uigi(x) with f (0) = 0 to be locally feedback

equivalent to a controllable linear system with a diffeomorphism
that maps 0 to 0 is that the distributions Di, identified above, must
be integrable and that one of the distributions should satisfy dim
Dk = dim x. They are also sufficient (Brockett, 1978; Jakubczyk &
Respondek, 1980). There are various ways to prove this, one being
organized around the idea of showing that these conditions imply
that there is a function of h(x) such that if x ∈ Rn then the first n−1
time derivatives do not depend on u. The original proof in Brockett
(1978) is, in a certain sense, constructive andwe sketch it here. For
simplicity consider the scalar input case. The process proceeds by

using feedback and changes of variable to create a set of interme-
diate systems of the form
ẋa
ẋb


=


f (xa)+ Bxb

Cxb


+


gb(xa)
en


u.

The idea is to successively apply feedback and changes of variables
with the goal of pushing the nonlinear terms further and further
away from the input. To advance from a form in which the dimen-
sion of the nonlinear part, xa, is k to one where it is of dimension
k−1 is to make a change of variables that makes gb constant. Then
use the integrability condition to show that xk must enter fa lin-
early and proceed.11 One way to express the final result is to say:
The system ẋ = f (x) + ug(x) with equilibrium point at x = 0,
is, in a neighborhood of 0, feedback equivalent to one of the form
ẋ = Ax+buwith (A, B) a controllable pair if and only if {adkf (g)}

n−1
k=1

spans Rn at x = 0 and for k,m integers between zero and n − 1
there exist di so that

[adkf (g), ad
m
f (g)] =

max(k,m)
i=1

diadi−1
f (g).

By the mid 1980s, related work on disturbance rejection
(Hirschorn, 1981; Isidori, Krener, Claudio, & Monico, 1981), ob-
server design through output injection (Krener, 1983), (f , g)-
invariant subspaces (Byrnes & Krener, 1983; Hirschorn, 1981;
Isidori, Krener, Claudio, & Monico, 1981) and decoupling (Freund,
1975; Hirschorn, 1981; Isidori et al., 1981) brought the theory of
linear analytic systems to a level of completion quite comparable
to that of multivariable linear system theory.

8. Stability and feedback stabilization

The period between 1950 and 1980 was an exceptionally
fruitful one for the theory of differential equations. It saw the
emergence of new results on structural stability, chaotic behavior,
the famous KAM theory for Hamiltonian systems and a resurgence
of interest in differential equations of celestial mechanics, both for
their own sake and because of their relevance for aerospace engi-
neering. In the 1950s work in the USSR elevated to prominence the
earlier contributions of Liapunov. By incorporating new develop-
ments in the theory of dynamical systems, researcherswere able to
better understand nonlinear stability questions, including both the
local behavior near a degenerate equilibrium point (Hahn, 1967;
Malkin, 1959) and some global questions (Zubov, 1964). Important
developments in Liapunov theory over this period include thework
of Kurzweil (1956) and Massera (1956a) showing that asymptotic
stability implies the existence of a Liapunov function and the the-
orems of Krasovskii (1963) and LaSalle (1960) refining Liapunov’s
sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability. The largely exposi-
tory paper of Kalman and Bertram (1960) was important in show-
ing how Liapunov theory could be used to help understand control
problems andby themid1960s Liapunovmethodswere beingused
in a broad range of applications. (More can be found in the survey
(Brockett, 1966).)

11 The process is similar to the one later used in back-stepping (Kokotovic, 1992).
In 1995 Fliess, Lévine, Martin, and Rouchon (1995) introduced a definition of
flatness as a property of systems of the form ẋ = f (x, u) characterizing a class of
systems slightly larger than the feedback linearizable systems discussed here.
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8.1. Global results

Although it may seem universally desirable to design systems
that are asymptotically stable in the large, this goal may be impos-
sible to achieve. Some background material is needed to explain
this. LetM andN be orientedmanifolds of the same dimension and
without boundary.12 If f : M → N is a mapping sending N ontoM
then x ∈ M is said to be a regular point of f if the Jacobian of f is
nonsingular at x. In contrast, y ∈ N is said to be a regular value of f
if each inverse image of y is a regular point. The degree of the map
f is defined as the number of inverse images at which det(∂ f /∂x)
is positive minus the number of inverse images where det(∂ f /∂x)
is negative. It can be shown that this number does not depend on
the choice of the regular value y and hence is a property of f (Mil-
nor, 1956). The degree is a global idea but it can be used to define a
property of an isolated equilibrium point of ẋ = f (x) by observing
that if f (0) = 0 then the mapping y = f (x)/∥f (x)∥ sends a small
sphere centered at an equilibrium point to the unit sphere of the
same dimension. The index of an equilibrium point is defined as
the degree of this map. It is an easy calculation to show that the in-
dex of an asymptotically stable critical point in an n-dimensional
setting is (−1)n and, more generally, if an equilibrium point is a
regular point, the index is sign of the determinant of the Jacobian
evaluated at that point. This theory is developed in considerable
detail the book of Krasnoselskii and Zabreko (1984).

Let X be a compact, orientable manifold without boundary. Let
f and g be vector fields defined on X such that the equilibria of
ẋ = f (x) and ẋ = g(x) are isolated, The Poincaré–Hopf theorem
(Milnor, 1956) says that the sum of the indices over all the equilib-
rium points for the two differential equations is the same.13

Example. Consider the differential equation ẋ1 = x1x2; ẋ2 = −x21
viewed as evolving on the one-dimensional manifold defined by
{(x1, x2)| = x21 + x22 = 1}. There are two equilibria, (x1, x2) =

(0,±1). The solution (x1, x2) = (0,−1) is asymptotically sta-
ble whereas the solution (x1, x2) = (0, 1) is not. Because in one
dimension stable asymptotically equilibria have index −1 and un-
stable equilibria have index 1, we see that the sum of the indices
of this vector field, and hence any vector field with isolated equi-
libria on the circle, is zero. More generally, consider the n − 1-
dimensional sphere X = {x|xT x = 1; x ∈ Rn

}. If h is a unit vector,
the differential equation ẋ = −h+(xTh)x evolves on X and has just
two equilibria, x = ±h. The index at the equilibrium point x = h
is −(−1)n whereas the index at the equilibrium point x = −h is
(−1)n−1. Thus the sum of the indices of the equilibrium points of
any vector field on Sn−1 with isolated equilibria is 0 if n is even
and 2 if n is odd. On the other hand, ifΩ = −ΩT is nonzero, then
the differential equation Θ̇ = ΩΘ on the orthogonal group has
no equilibria so the sum of the indices for any smooth differential
equation on the orthogonal group must be zero as well.

The Poincaré–Hopf theorem links local properties of the set of
equilibria to the global structure of the manifold. In 1967 Wilson
(1967) proved something more along these lines. He showed that
the domain of attraction of an asymptotically stable equilibrium
point is diffeomorphic to Rn. The general idea is suggested by a
simple example. Consider the manifold defined by {(x, y, z)|x2 +

y2 + z2 = 1} and the control system defined by ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 =

12 A differentiable manifold is orientable if it can be covered with overlapping
patches such that the changes of coordinates between the patches only involve
maps with positive Jacobians. The Klein bottle is the standard example of a non
orientable surface.
13 The sum of the indices is the Euler Characteristic of X . Sometimes the easiest
way to compute the Euler characteristic is to find a suitable vector field onX and find
the sum of the indices. It is possible to substitute an assumption about in coming
trajectories for the assumption of compactness; see Milnor (1956).

−x1 + ux3; ż = −x2u. The control law u = −x1 makes the point
(1, 0, 0) asymptotically stable in the sense that initial conditions
close to this pointwill flow to it. In fact the solution from any initial
condition except the initial condition (−1, 0, 0) flows to (1, 0, 0).
However it is not possible to adjust this ‘‘near perfect’’ situation so
as to have all initial values go to (1, 0, 0). Because solutions of dif-
ferential equations depend continuously on the initial conditions
and there is no continuous map from the sphere to the neighbor-
hood of a point global stability is impossible. This is an example of a
global obstruction to stability. It took some time for such results to
be absorbed and in the meantime a number of wrong claims about
global stability of attitude control systems appeared. For example,
see Mortensen (1968). Wilson also showed that a necessary and
sufficient condition for M to be an invariant set which is asymp-
totically stable in the large for ẋ = f (x), x ∈ Rn is that Rn

− M be
diffeomorphic to Sn−1

× R.

8.2. Local stability and stabilization

Problems involving the design of a feedback control law that
stabilizes an open loop unstable solution are among the most im-
portant problems in control. They stand in contrast to the problems
motivating Poincaré and Liapunov, who wrote about the stability
of immutable systems such as ships and heavenly bodies. Liapunov
demonstrated in his thesis that exponentially stable linear systems
have quadratic Liapunov functions and that if the system is time
invariant the Liapunov function can be taken to be time invariant.
Easy arguments based on solving QA + ATQ = −I for Q show, for
example, that if f is twice differentiable and f (0) = 0, then for

ẋ = f (x) = Ax + f1(x); A =
∂ f
∂x


0

the stability properties of ẋ = Ax determine the (local) stability
properties of the nonlinear system, provided that A does not have
eigenvalues with real parts zero.

It is often of interest to investigate the asymptotic stability of
an equilibrium point of a differential equation ẋ = f (x) written in
Rn but defining a flow on a manifold described by X = {x|φi(x) =

0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}. This is the case, for example, when there are
one or more constants of motion such as energy, angular momen-
tum, etc. Now the relevant linearization must take the constraints
into account. Suppose that f (x0) = 0 with x0 ∈ X . Introduce ma-
trices N and A, N being n × k,

N =


∂φ1

∂x


x0

;
∂φ2

∂x


x0

; · · ·
∂φk

∂x


x0


; A =

∂ f
∂x


x0

.

Because φ(x)will only be constant if ⟨(∂φi)∂x, f (x)⟩ = 0, it follows
that the null space ofNT is an invariant subspace for A. If the eigen-
values of A, restricted to this space have negative real parts, then
x0 is asymptotically stable.

There is an analogous result on ‘‘linear controllability’’ in the
neighborhood of an equilibrium point obtained by similar reason-
ing. If ẋ = f (x) +


uigi(x) with f (x0) = 0 defines a control sys-

tem on X = {x|φi(x) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k} let B = [g1(x0), g2(x0),
. . . , gm(x0)]. Because x is assumed to evolve on X for all u, it fol-
lows that the system is locally controllable in the neighborhood of
x0 provided that B, AB, . . . , An−1B spans the null space of N .

As is well known, there exists a stabilizing linear, time invari-
ant, feedback control law for any controllable linear time invari-
ant system. This can be shown in a number of ways but perhaps
the first full proof comes as a consequence of Kalman’s 1960 pa-
per on least-squares optimal control (Kalman, 1960b). Moreover,
given a nonlinear system of the form ẋ = f (x, u) with f (0, 0) = 0
and linearization ẋ = Ax + Bu, there exists a linear time invari-
ant control law that makes the null solution (locally) stable pro-
vided that the linearized system is controllable. Brockett (1973b)
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considers systems of the form ẋ = Ax + uBx evolving on the man-
ifold {x|xT x = 1}. Among the results proved there is the fact that
a point x0 ∈ X is rendered asymptotically stable by the control
law u = −xT0B

T , provided that the linear controllability condition
requiring that the set Bx0, ABx0, . . . , An−1Bx0 span the orthogonal
complement of (∂φ/∂x) = 2x0 is satisfied.

Example. Consider two different systems of the form ẋ = (A +

uB)x each evolving on a manifold of the form X = {x|xT x = 1}.
Specifically,

A1 + uB1 =

 0 1 0
−1 0 u
0 −u 0


;

A2 + uB2 =

 0 1 0 0
−1 0 u 0
0 −u 0 u
0 0 −u 0

 .
Lie bracket computations show that both systems are controllable.
 0 1 0 0

−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
0 0 −1 0




=

 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0

−1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
For the first system, the function v(x) = x3 takes on a minimum
at x = [0, 0,−1]T and its derivative is −ux2. Thus the control law
u = x2 results in v̇ = −x22, and renders the equilibrium point x =

[0, 0,−1]T asymptotically stable. (Note that x22 does not vanish
identically along any solution except x = [0, 0,±1]T .) The do-
main of attraction is all of X except the point [0, 0, 1]T . On the
other hand, for the second system, the function v(x) = x4 takes
on a minimum at x = [0, 0, 0,−1]T and the control law u = −x3
gives v̇ = −x23, this choice does not result in asymptotic stability
of the solution x = [0, 0, 0,−1]T because v̇ vanishes identically
along a nonzero solution. In fact, there is no control depending con-
tinuously on x that stabilizes the solution x(t) ≡ [0, 0, 0,−1]T .
Examples like these are explored in Brockett (1973b) where the
derivative of a potential Liapunov function is evaluated as a func-
tion of the control and then the control is chosen to make it nega-
tive.

8.3. Critical cases in feedback stabilization

If x(t) ≡ 0 is a solution of ẋ = f (x) and if (∂ f /∂x)|0 has one
or more eigenvalues with zero real parts, then for the purposes
of stability, this is called a critical case. In this situation the sec-
ond and higher order terms are decisive in determining stability.
Lossless physical systems, such as freely tumbling satellites with
rotors and networks of coupled oscillators often fall into this case.
Malkin (1959) devotes considerable space to this topic but no com-
prehensive theory exists. There is a corresponding idea for nonlin-
ear control systems of the form ẋ = f (x, u). If f (0, 0) = 0 and if the
linearization about x ≡ 0, u ≡ 0 is ẋ = Ax + Bu, we say the stabi-
lization problem corresponds to a critical case if A has eigenvalues
with zero real parts that cannot be altered with linear feedback.

The existence of an open loop control that steers an arbitrary
initial condition to zero is clearly a necessary condition for the
existence of a stabilizing control law. Because controllability was
known to be sufficient for the existence of a stabilizing control in
the linear case, it was natural to ask if this condition is sufficient

in more general situations or if something additional is needed.
In Brockett (1983) it was shown that controllability is, in general,
insufficient. Using the fact that an autonomous system with an
asymptotically stable constant solution necessarily has a Liapunov
function Kurzweil (1956), Massera (1956a), together with a suit-
able fixed point theorem, it was shown that a necessary condition
for ẋ = f (x) to have x ≡ x0 as an asymptotically stable equilibrium
solution is that f should map a neighborhood of x0 onto a neigh-
borhood of 0. This condition can also be interpreted in terms of the
index defined above; if f is not onto then clearly the index is zero
and not (−1)n as it would need to be for asymptotic stability.

Example. Consider the three-dimensional system

ẋ1 = u1; ẋ2 = u2; ẋ3 = u1x2 − u2x1.

Expressing this as ẋ = g1(x)u1+g2(x)u2, an easy calculation shows
that g1, g2, [g1, g2] span R3 and so this driftless system has the
property that any state can be steered to any other state and it can
be done in arbitrarily small positive time. However, upon lineariz-
ing about (x, u) = (0, 0) we get an uncontrollable system so that
the linearized system does not provide a basis for finding a stabi-
lizing feedback law. Moreover, because the equations [a, b, c] =

[u, v, x1v − x2u] cannot be solved for all [a, b, c] in a neighbor-
hood of zero, the theorem referred to above shows that no contin-
uous feedback control law stabilizes the origin. In fact, applying the
theorem to any system of the form ẋ = G(x)u; u ∈ Rm with the di-
mension of u less than the dimension of x shows that continuous
stabilization is impossible.

9. Carleman linearization and Volterra series

In 1932 Carleman (1932) described a linearization (or em-
bedding) technique which, subject to some limitations, facili-
tates the construction of higher order approximations to analytic
maps. When applied to the problem of approximating solutions of
nonlinear differential equations, it provides a systematic way of
extending the accuracy of approximations beyond that given by
ordinary linearization. When used as an approximation technique,
Carelman’s procedure associates to an equation evolving in Rn

an approximation evolving on an n-dimensional sub manifold of
some higher dimensional cartesian space. In this sense it defines
an embedding. Together with the results on Volterra series for bi-
linear systems cited above, it provides a constructive approach to
the computation of Volterra series for a broad class of nonlinear
systems. More generally, it sheds light on the Poincaré Liapunov
linearization theorem and, in certain circumstances, gives a con-
structive approach to the theorem of Ado cited above.

9.1. Carleman linearization

To put the ideas in their simplest setting, assume that x is a
scalar satisfying the differential equation ẋ = f (x) + ug(x) with
x(0) = 0 and f (0) = 0. Express the Taylor series expansion for
f + ug as

f + ug = ub0 + (a1 + ub1)x + (a2 + ub2)x2 + · · · .

Letting ci = ai + ubi we then get a bilinear equation

d
dt


1
x
x2

x3
...

 =


0 0 0 0 · · ·

c0 c1 c2 c3 · · ·

0 2c0 2c1 2c2 · · ·

0 0 3c0 3c1 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...




1
x
x2

x3
...

 .
Truncating the series by setting terms of order p + 1 to zero, gives
a bilinear system. Solving this using the Peano–Baker series, as dis-
cussed above, gives a correspondingly accurate approximation to
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the true solution. If ẋ = f (x)+


uigi(x)with x a vector, the form
remains the same. If x has components x1, x2, . . . , xn it is conve-
nient to denote the vector consisting of all monomials of degree p
in x1, x2, . . . , xn as x[p]. This is a vector of dimension (n + p − 1)!/
(p− 1)!(n− p+ 1)!. If f (0) = 0 the Taylor series expansion can be
written as

f +


uigi =


uiB0i +


A1 +


uiB1i


x[1]

+


A2 +


uiB2i


x[2]

+ · · · .

In terms of this notation the Carleman linearization can be orga-
nized, as in the scalar case, as a differential equation

d
dt


1
x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

...

 =


0 0 0 0 · · ·

C0 C11 C12 C13 · · ·

0 C20 C21 C22 · · ·

0 0 C30 C31 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...




1
x[1]

x[2]

x[3]

...

 .
Setting all powers of x above a certain level equal to zero can only
give a meaningful approximation if the components of x are less
than one in magnitude. This will be the case if x(0) = f (0) = 0
and u has a sufficiently small L1[0, T ] norm. If the null solution of
ẋ = f (x) is exponentially stable this is even true for u small in the
L1[0,∞) norm.

The above approachwas developed in detail in Brockett (1976b)
together with results on the realization of Volterra series as dis-
cussed below. Subsequent papers by Agrachev and Gamkrelidze
(1978), Crouch (1977), Fliess and Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue (1982),
Fliess and Normand-Cyrot (1982), Lesiak and Krener (1978), and
others examined these ideas, in some cases using theories based
on noncommutative power series following Chen (1957). It is intu-
itive that a system having a convergent Volterra series can be ap-
proximated by a finite Volterra series. This idea is implicit in Krener
(1975) and is discussedmore explicitly in Brockett (1976b). Crouch
(1977) undertakes the study of the natural state space associated
with finite Volterra series and shows that it is always diffeomor-
phic to Rn for some n.

In this development there is no requirement that the system be
time invariant; A and Bi can be time varying. However, if they are
constant and if f (x(0), 0) = 0, then the kernels are shift invariant.
Furthermore, if x̂(·) is any nonzero solution of ẋ = f (x); x(0) =

x̂(0) thenmaking the change x → x− x̂ puts the analysis back into
the above case.

9.2. Realization theory

For linear systems there is a very tight connection between
the differential equation description and the description in in-
put–output form via an integral representation, especially in the
case of controllable and observable time invariant systems. In the
case of linear analytic systems there are similar results relating
the differential equation description to the Volterra kernels. It fol-
lows from the above construction that if f and gi are time invariant,
f (0) = 0 and x(0) = 0 then the kernels take the form

wp = eA(t−σ1)BeA(σ1−σ2)B · · · eA(σp−1−σp)ξ

and that given a pth-order kernel of this form there exists a bilinear
system ẋ = Ax + uBx with this as its pth kernel and with all other
kernels zero. Thus the existence of realizations comes down to the
existence of realizations of single kernels which can then be added
together. In this sense, as already remarked above in connection
with the work of Krener (1975), bilinear systems have strong ap-
proximation properties.

Consider the contrast between an ‘‘upper triangular’’ system as
given by

ẋ1
ẋ2
...

ẋn−1
ẋn

 =


a11 a12 . . . a1 n−1 a1n
0 a22 . . . a2 n−1 a2n
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . an−1 n−1 a2n
0 0 . . . 0 ann




x1
x2
...

xn−1
xn


and a ‘‘strictly upper triangular system’’ obtained when all the di-
agonal terms in the matrix are zero. In the latter case, the solution
is expressible in terms of nested integrals,

xn(t) = xn(0); xn−1(t) = xn−1(0)+

 t

0
an−1n(σ ) dσ xn−3;

xn−3(0)+ · · ·

whereas in the more general situation the solution for xn involves
exp

 t
0 annσ dσ and the expressions for the remaining components

of x, while expressible explicitly, are correspondingly more com-
plex. However, the change of variables

zi = exp


−

 t

0
aii(σ ) dσ


xi

converts the upper triangular system in x to a strictly upper trian-
gular system in z.

Remark. Observe that for ẋ = uy+uz; ẏ = uz; ż = 0we have y =
udt; x =


u

udσ1dσ2 = (1/2)


udσ

2. However, it is not
possible to realize the input–output relation y(t) =

 t
0 u2(σ )dσ

by means of a system of the form ẋ = f (x)+ ug(x).

9.3. Explicit short time approximations

Consider a time varying nonlinear system ẋ = f (x, t) + uigi
(x, t); x(0) = x0 and suppose that the solution for u = 0 is x̂. It is
assumed that the system ẋ = f (x) with the given initial condition
has no finite escape time on [0, t1)where t1 may be infinity. There
are two types of higher order approximation to the input–output
behavior that have found use. One is based on expanding f and
gi in a Taylor series about x = x̂ and this leads to a time varying
bilinear system as described above. The time interval over which
the Volterra series represents the solution is limited by t1 and by
the size of the L1 norm of u. A second type of high order approx-
imation proceeds by introducing an additional equation ẋ0 = 1;
x0(0) = 0. It then works with an extended system characterized
by (dxe)/dt = fe(xe)+uig(xe), where fe and ge and their derivatives
with respect to x are obtained by replacing the time dependence of
f and g by a dependence on x0 and then expanding them in a Tay-
lor series in x and x0. This approximation is, of course, only valid
for small u and small |t|.

To be explicit, consider the system in Rn evolving as ẋ = f (x)+
uigi(x). Suppose that the Taylor series expansion for the solu-

tion with u ≡ 0 is given by x̂(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t2 + · · ·. Introduce
z = x − x̂ and ze = [t, x − x̂T ]T . Thus we can write

że =


1

f (z − x̂)


+


ui


0

gi(z − x̂)


.

Although x̂ depends on t we can replace t by the first component
of ze and in that way expand f (z − x̂) in a power series in ze. The
result is a differential equation of the form że = f̂ (ze)+


uiĝi(ze)

now with ze(0) = 0. In this way one can get a Volterra expansion
for the original system which is accurate to arbitrary order but be-
cause z0 = t this is a small time approximation.
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10. Variational theory and optimal control

As discussed above, subsets of Rn described as X = {x|φ1(x) =

0, φ2(x) = 0, . . . , φk(x) = 0}, can be given the structure of a m-
dimensional manifold if the matrix

M =

∂φ1/∂x1 ∂φ1/∂x2 · · · ∂φ1/∂xn
∂φ2/∂x1 ∂φ2/∂x2 · · · ∂φ2/∂xn

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

∂φk/∂x1 ∂φk/∂x2 · · · ∂φk/∂xn


is of rank n−m for all x in some open set ofRn containing X . Ifψ is a
differentiable functionψ : Rn

→ R1, it is also differentiable when
considered to be a map from X to R1. The condition for x0 ∈ X to
be a stationary point forψ , as a mapψ : X → R is that there exist
real numbers λi such that

∂

∂x


ψ(x)+


λiφi(x)


= 0.

That is, if X admits the structure of an m-dimensional manifold
then the first order necessary condition for the mapping ψ : X →

R to be stationary at x0 can be expressed in terms of Lagrange
multipliers.

Subject to similar limitations, it is possible to develop the
Euler–Lagrange equations for constrained systems. The argu-
ment starts with the usual Taylor series expansion followed by
integration-by-parts argument applied to the first order approx-
imation, T

0
L(ẋ + δ̇, x + δ, ) dt

≈

 T

0
L(ẋ, x) dt +

 T

0


δ,−

d
dt
∂L
∂ ẋ

+
∂L
∂x


dt +


δ(t),

∂L
∂ ẋ

T
0


.

This then leads to the first order necessary conditions
δ,

d
dt
∂L
∂ ẋ

−
∂L
∂x


= 0 if


δ,
∂φi

∂x


= 0.

Because of the constraints it is necessary to limit the variations.
Subject to conditions analogous to the rank condition imposed on
M above, this can be expressed as saying there exist (generally time
varying) multipliers λi such that the second order equation

d
dt
∂L
∂ ẋ

−
∂L
∂x

−


λi
∂φi

∂x
= 0

characterizes the possible optimal trajectories. This goes back to
Lagrange himself andhas foundwide use inmechanicswhereλhas
the interpretation of a force, if applied to an unconstrained particle,
would result in a motion that satisfies the constraints.

The Euler–Lagrange approach to variational problems leads to
a system of second order differential equations in x, the ‘‘configu-
ration variables’’. This is in contrast with the maximum principle
which leads to a system of first order equations involving config-
uration variables and linear functionals on ẋ. The differential geo-
metric distinction is that the Euler–Lagrange approach expresses
the first order necessary conditions in terms of a vector field on
the tangent bundle whereas the maximum principle formulates
the first order necessary conditions in terms of a vector field on
the cotangent bundle.14

14 The tangent bundle associated with a manifold X can be thought as the set of
all pairs (x, ẋ) with x ∈ X and ẋ a vector tangent to X at the point x. The cotangent
bundle is the set of pairs (x, p)with x ∈ X and p being a linear functional assigning
a real number to each ẋ tangent to X at x. If X is n-dimensional then these spaces
are 2n-dimensional.

The maximum principle can be applied to a system evolving on
an embedded manifold {x|φi(x) = 0} in the usual way, i.e., when
the problem is formulated so that there is no running cost and
ẋ = f (x, u) then h = pT f (x, u) etc., letting themanifold constraints
remain implicit. However, because φi(x) = 0 for all choices of u,
adding a function µ(φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . , φk(x)) to the Hamiltonian
does not change the optimal trajectories. Even though replacing
h by h + µ(φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . , φk(x)) leaves the x-trajectories un-
changed, the presence of µ is reflected in the co-state equation.
Specifically, the co-state equation is now

ṗ = −
∂

∂x
h(x, p)−

∂

∂x
φi(x).

Thus, when there are constraints p is not unique. A natural way to
identify a unique p is to ask that it be perpendicular to the vectors
∂φi
∂x . This has the effect ofmaking (x, p) an element of the cotangent
space.

Example. Let X be an orthogonal matrix evolving as Ẋ = Ω(u)X
with Ω(u) skew-symmetric; in this case the Hamiltonian is
tr(PTΩX) = tr(XPTΩ). The co-state equation, ignoring the im-
plicit relationship XTX = I , is Ṗ = −ΩTP . However, because Ω
is skew-symmetric, the Hamiltonian only depends on the skew-
symmetric part of XPT . Thus the solution of the equation for the
skew-symmetric matrix XPT

− PXT ,

d
dt


XPT

− PXT 
= [Ω, (XPT

− PXT )]

captures the relevant information in P and (X, (XPT
− PXT ))X =

(X, XPTX − P) defines a point in the cotangent bundle.
An early formulation of optimization of trajectories on man-

ifolds was given by Albrecht (1968). Closer to the problems we
discuss here, Griffiths (1983) gives a purely differential geometric
formulation of variational methods based on the exterior calculus
and cites somework in control as being a good source of problems.
Brockett (1973b) applies themaximumprinciple to a class of prob-
lems for which the state evolves on Lie groups and homogeneous
spaces.

One further general point that should not to be overlooked. The
maximum principle can be viewed as showing that a system loses
controllability in the neighborhood of an optimal trajectory. For
example, consider a fixed time problem on [0, t1] with a perfor-
mance measure, expressed in terms of the end point, φ(x(t1)). If
∂φ

∂x is nonzero and x∗ is an optimal trajectory then a variation δ in
x(t1) results in a first order change in φ given by ⟨(∂φ/∂x), δ⟩. If x∗

minimizes φ then δ cannot be arbitrary so the system is not con-
trollable around x∗.

10.1. Shortest path problems

Some of the most widely studied problems in the calculus of
variations are associated with finding the shortest distance be-
tween two points in a Riemannian manifold. Given a manifold X
and a positive definite quadratic form G, expressed in terms of a
local coordinate system as gij(x), measure distance by

d(x1, x2) = min
 1

0


dxigijdxj; x(0) = x1; x(1) = x2.

In Rn with G = I the shortest paths are straight lines, on spheres
they are great circles, etc. The study of geodesics is facilitated by
first showing that the above formulation using the square root in
the integrand leads to the same paths as the analytically simpler
problem of minimizing

η = min
 1

0


ẋigij(x)ẋj dt; x(0) = x1; x(1) = x2
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with the minimum taken over some class of differentiable paths.
Factoring G−1 as G−1

= BBT , the geodesic problem can be phrased
as the following least squares control problem. Given ẋ = B(x)u,
find a u that steers x(0) = x1 to x(1) = x2 while minimizing 1
0 uTu dt .
Applying the maximum principle, with a Hamiltonian


pTbiui

+ (1/2)u2
i we see that the optimal choice of u is u = −BTp and the

resulting state–costate equations are

ẋ = BBTp; ṗ = −
1
2
∂

∂x
pTBTBp.

This development assumes that the problem is normal, which it
is because G(x) > 0. Nonlinear control theory has nothing par-
ticularly new to say about the Riemannian geodesic problem. The
novelty comes from the fact that the minimization problemmakes
sense more generally. Instead of asking that BTB = G−1 be positive
definite, what is required is that the system ẋ = B(x)u be control-
lable.

An interesting example, apparently first solved by Baillieul
(1975) involves the orthogonal group. LetX be the space of 3-by-3
orthogonal matrices and consider the system described by

Ẋ =

 0 u1 u2
−u1 0 0
−u2 0 0


X .

In this case the manifold X is three dimensional and the control
space is two dimensional. If we wish to minimize the integral of
u2

+ v2 subject to X(0) = X0 and X(1) = X1 we have a typical sub
Riemannian geodesic problem. In this case the optimal path takes
the form X(t) = eΩte(H−Ω)tX(0) with Ω = −ΩT and H + HT .
This is a prototype for a general class of geodesic problems on
symmetric spaces. Among the more easily solved problems of this
type is the first bracket controllable system investigated by Brock-
ett (1981b) and Gaveau (1977). This expository paper of Strichartz
(1986) surveys this material from a mathematical point of view,
describing some relationships with other geometries and symmet-
ric spaces.

10.2. Optimality of bang–bang controls

In the early 60s various bang-coast-bang controls were found
to be optimal for linear systems with either a penalty or a
constraint on fuel consumption, such as the famous Lawden
spiral Lawden (1962), but because the time-optimal control of
linear time invariant systems with the input vector constrained to
a closed set had been shown to be bang–bang, it was natural to
investigate conditions under which a similar result might hold in
nonlinear settings. (Sussmann, 1972) established such a result for
bilinear systems evolving on Gl(n), but only if the matrices in the
bilinear systemcommute. Krener (1971) gives sufficient conditions
on a class of nonlinear control systems for an optimal control to
be bang–bang using higher order control variations generalizing
those developed by Kelley and others. A few years later Sussmann
gave conditions for a linear analytic systemwith bounded controls
to have optimal solutions that are bang–bang. His conditions
involve comparisons between the size of the ad-chain terms,
adkf (g), and the size of brackets involving brackets such as [gi, gj].

10.3. Higher order optimality conditions

Of course no general explicit solutions are available for ẋ =

f (x)+


gi(x)ui but for some purposes an analysis of the linearized
system is sufficient. Indeed, linearization about a presumed op-
timal trajectory provides the basis for the Euler–Lagrange equa-
tions and the maximum principle. However, a closer examination

of various applied problems revealed cases where the first order
approximations are indecisive and higher order approximations
are needed in order to characterize optimal trajectories. Earlywork
here includes the work covered by the Kelly–Kopf–Moyer condi-
tions (Kelley et al., 1966). The book of Bell and David (1965) gives
an idea about the state of affairs circa 1965 and Gabasov and Kir-
illova (1972) survey the field as of 1972.

Krener’s thesis (Krener, 1971) and his paper (Krener, 1977) de-
velop a more complete and systematic analysis of higher order
optimization theory, based on differential geometric thinking and
over the decade of the 70s such ideas were explored in great detail.
As is the case when characterizing the extreme values of a smooth
function defined on a subset of Rn, one uses a Taylor series expan-
sion and investigates the lowest order nonzero term. If it is of full
rank and if there are no endpoint constraints things are straight
forward. In the control setting, an expansion of the performance
measure in a Volterra series provides a straight forward approach
and the use of a second order Volterra expansion in this way is de-
scribed in Brockett (1976b). When there are endpoint conditions
on the state the situation is more complicated.

11. Stochastic processes on manifolds

The use of stochastic models in physics and engineering has
a long history, being basic to the subjects of information theory,
communication technology, engineering thermodynamics, and,
reaching back further in time, statistical mechanics. Many of the
most compelling results from the early 20th century, such as the
measurement and explanation of the power spectrum of black
body radiation and its relationship to the Rayleigh–Jeans law, in-
volve stationary processes with non equilibrium processes play-
ing no role. Beginning in the 1940s, inspired by the work of
Kolmogorov and Weiner on time series, engineers interested in
communications and control began to adapt work on stationary
processes to a wider set of purposes. In the area of stochastic con-
trol this involved finding controllers that give optimal steady state
performance for linear systemswith Gauss–Markov statistics, with
‘optimal’ being interpreted in an expected value sense. The text-
book by Newton (1957) is a well-known example of how these
ideas were put to use in a control theoretic setting.

However, it soon became clear that many important applica-
tions involved nonlinear effects and non stationary processes. Ini-
tial efforts to treat such problems took a discrete time approach
(e.g. the Kalman filter), building on classical tools in probability
theory. The landmark paper of Itô (1946) deals with continuous
time processes of the type often found in physics and engineer-
ing situations, providing a deeper understanding of the meaning
and use of stochastic differential equations. This paved the way for
many new developments in continuous time stochastic control. In
particular, his work helped to clarify the relationship between the
measure theoretic approaches developed in the mathematical lit-
erature and the stochastic differential equation formalism that had
been used inmuch of the physics and engineering literature up un-
til that point.15 McKean’s 1969 book (McKean, 1969) develops Itô’s
ideas in a more leisurely way, making the subject accessible to a
wider audience.

15 We refer to the physics literature as representing the Stratonovich point of view
because in his book Stratonovich (1963) he provided a detailed description of the
central difference interpretation of stochastic integration, althoughmany examples
of its use predate his work. Insofar as calculations are concerned, the relationship
between these two formalisms come down to the choice between writing đx =

f (x)dt+g(x)đw and using the Stratonovich calculus and corresponding expectation
rule vs. describing the system as dx = f (x)dt+(1/2)∂g/∂x)gdt+g(x)dw and using
the Itô calculus and the Itô expectation rule.
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11.1. Nonlinear stochastic differential equations

Let w be a standard Wiener process. In his paper Clark (1973)
summarized some of the basic results needed to explain themean-
ing of stochastic differential equations in Itô form

dx = f (x)dt +

m
i=1

gi(x)dwi

when x is to be thought of as evolving on a manifold X ⊂ Rn de-
fined as X = {x|φi(x) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}. As a consequence of
the Itô differentiation rule

dφi =


∂φi

∂x
, f (x)dt +

m
i=1

gj(x)dwj


+

1
2

m
i=1

gT
i
∂2φi

∂xjxk
gkdt

it is necessary that for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, both
⟨∂φi/∂x, gi⟩ = 0 and
∂φi

∂x
, f

+


∂φi

∂x
,
1
2

m
k=1

∂gk
∂x

gk


= 0.

A widely studied example of a stochastic equation evolving on
an embeddedmanifold is the conditional density equation derived
by Wonham (1965). In this case the system evolves on interior of
the n − 1-dimensional standard simplex in Rn. The setting for this
problem is this. Let x be a finite state jump process taking on values
in the set of real numbers labeled {d1, d2, . . . , dn}. Suppose that in
the absence of any observations, the probability that x takes on the
value xi is pi and ṗ = Ap describes the evolution of p. Given this,
one brings observation into the picture. Assume that x is observed
with additive white noise, i.e., one makes available dy = xdt + dν
with ν being a Wiener process. The evolution of p, conditioned on
the past of y, then satisfies the Itô equation

dp = Apdt + (D − eTDpI)(dy − (eTDp)dt)

where e is an n-vector of all ones and D is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements di.

Some examples from physics and engineering involving
stochastic processes evolving on manifolds such as spheres, or-
thogonal groups, etc., are reviewed and referenced in Brockett
(1973a).

11.2. Multiplicative noise models

Some of the most widely used stochastic equations arising in
applications involve linear systems with stochastic coefficients—a
stochastic analog of bilinear systems. If the coefficients are general
Gauss–Markov processes analysis is difficult but in the ‘‘white
noise’’ coefficient case, i.e., when the equation takes the form

dx = Axdt +


dwiBix

analytic methods have been very successful. Especially important
examples emerging in the 1970s include the widely used option
pricing model of Black and Scholes (1973); Merton (1973) and
the Kossakowski–Lindblad models (Kossakowski, 1972; Lindblad,
1976) describing the loss of coherence in quantum mechanical
systems. Two appealing aspect ofmultiplicativewhite noisemodel
are: (i) the evolution equation for the moments of any order are
linear and, (ii) such equations, like the bilinear equations discussed
above, can describe systems evolving onmanifolds such as spheres
and Lie groups.

If x satisfies the Itô equation dx = Axdt + Bxdw then the ex-
pected value of x satisfies

d
dt

Ex = AEx

and the second moment of x satisfies the linear equation

d
dt

ExxT = AExxT + ExxTAT
+ BExxTBT .

This last equation illustrates the potentially destabilizing effect
coming from the noise; even if A has eigenvalueswith negative real
parts the BExxTBT term can lead to a growth in the secondmoment.
The equations for moments of arbitrary order are given in Brockett
(1976c) using ideas from multilinear algebra.

A widely used model of this type comes from quantum me-
chanics. The Schrödinger equation is linear and, in its basic form, it
evolves with constant norm. However, in the study of open quan-
tum systems it is often replaced by a stochastic equation of the
form, dx = Axdt +


Bixdwi, with the equation being interpreted

in the Stratonovich sense. With this interpretation the second mo-
ment satisfies
d
dt

xxT = AxxT + xxTAT
+

1
2


B2
i xx

T
− BixxTBT

i + xxT (B2
i )

T .

Moreover, if A and Bi are skew-Hermitian, as they are in quantum
mechanics, then this equation takes the form

d
dt

ExxT = [A, ExxT ] +


[Bi, [Bi, ExxT ]].

The quantum mechanical density matrix ρ arises in this way with
ρ = ExxT ; it plays a basic role in studying decoherence and is
associated with the names Kossakowski and Lindblad. Written as
ρ̇ = −[ih, ρ]+ [B, [B, ρ]] it plays a central role in the analysis and
optimal control of quantum systems.

11.3. Controllability and Hörmander’s hypoellipticity criterion

Beginning with the work of Einstein and Smoluchowski in the
early 1900s, the study of stochastic process has been linked to
the study of partial differential equations describing diffusion. In
the simplest cases the connection is quite direct. The stochastic
differential equation dx = dw goes hand in hand with the one-
dimensional heat equation

∂ρ(t, x)
∂t

=
1
2
∂2ρ(t, x)
∂x2

describing the evolution of the corresponding probability density
of x. More generally, the diffusion equation corresponding to an Itô
equation of the form dx = f (x)dt +

m
i=1 gidwi takes the form

∂ρ/∂t = Lρ with

Lρ = −


∂

∂xi
, f ρ


+

m
i=1

tr

∇∇

TgigT
i


ρ; ∇∇

T
=


∂2

∂xj∂xk


.

Because the number of noise terms is typically less than the dimen-
sion of x, the operator L is often degenerate in the sense that the rank
of the quadratic form defined by


gigT

i is less than the dimension
of x. However, as was pointed out early on by Elliott (1971), a the-
orem of Hormander (1967) precisely characterizes the support of
the solution of degenerate equations of the form ∂ρ/∂t = Lρ in
terms of a Lie algebraic condition. This theorem provides a direct
link between controllability ideas and the support of the solution
of the Fokker–Planck equation. The relationship between control-
lability and positive definiteness of the variance in the case of lin-
ear systems is, of course, well known. A set of nonlinear equations
illustrating these ideas,

ẋ = u; Ż = xuT
− uxT ; x ∈ Rn

; Z = −ZT

dx = dw; dZ = xdwT
= dwxT

has been investigated in considerable detail by Brockett (1981b)
and Gaveau (1977) and Brockett (1984).
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11.4. Lie algebras and the conditional density

Given a stochastic process generated by an Itô equation of the
above form, and given an observation equation, dy = h(x)dt + dν
with ν a standard Wiener process, the fundamental question in
causal estimation theory is that of determining the conditional
probability of x(t) given the observation of y up until time t . Of
course in the case of linear gaussianmodels this question has a rel-
atively simple answer because the conditional density is gaussian
and therefore characterized completely by its mean and variance.
In more general settings the characterization of the conditional
density, in termsof a differential equation for its evolution, ismath-
ematically delicate. Given the success of the Kalman–Bucy filter, it
is clearly of interest to know if there are nonlinear situations such
that the conditional density can be propagated bymeans of a finite
set of stochastic differential equations driven by the observations.
That is, are there classes of systems beyond the linear gaussian
model, which lead to finite dimensional filters and if so, how can
they be characterized. In the spirit of the work of Wei and Norman
(cited above), characterizing the intrinsic complexity of finding a
solution to a time varying linear system ẋ =


φi(t)Aix in terms

of the Lie algebra generated by the {Ai}, thework of Brockett (1980)
and Brockett and Clark (1980) applied this idea to a state estima-
tion problems and this was pursued more generally in Brockett
(1981a). Beneš (1981) gave a nice example involving systems with
a hyperbolic tangent function as the drift term. Questions about
the Lie algebras generated by the conditional density operators re-
ceived a great deal of attention in the early 1980s and a number
results establishing the intrinsic infinite dimensionality of many
classes of problems were established.

12. Applications

Alongside the theory discussed above there were, in this pe-
riod, a large number of realworld problems being addressed. These
were important in shaping the theory and in maintaining interest
in the more theoretical developments. Among the earliest of these
were problems involving the dynamics of satellites with internal
dissipation and the design of attitude control systems appropri-
ate in such circumstances. The growing field of robotics required
the analysis of nonlinearmodels involvingmovements over a large
work space. Problems involving the inverse dynamics are central
and, in almost all situations, linearization is of limited use. Mod-
els for low loss energy conversion, both in portable electronic de-
vices and as used in the electricity grid, are necessarily nonlinear.
Work onnuclearmagnetic resonance spectroscopyprovided an ex-
tremely rich set of problems involving active sensing in a noisy
environment. Although we do not go into such examples in great
depth, wewant provide at least a rough sketch of how the theoret-
ical work described above is connected to applications. The 1974
survey paper of Bruni et al. (1974) discusses a wide range of con-
crete problemswhich are well characterized by bilinear equations,
providing further examples.

12.1. Attitude control of satellites

Accurate attitude control is a basic requirement for the satellites
used for communication and measurement of the earth’s vegeta-
tion and natural resources. In addition, precise attitude control is
essential for the success of scientific experiments such as the Hub-
ble telescope and the probes for investigating the atmosphere of
other planets in our solar system. These are excellent examples
of the application of control engineering and especially its non-
linear aspects; in many cases the equations of motion are accu-
rately known and on board computation is available to implement
sophisticated algorithms. Actuation mechanisms include gas jets,

reaction wheels and magnetic coils suitable for interacting with
ambient magnetic fields. Here the need for a global theory is clear.
This claim is well supported by the famous case of the Explorer
1 satellite (1958) which, on the basis of a linear analysis, was pre-
dicted to spin stably around an axis ofminimummoment of inertia
but, because of unmodeled nonlinear effects, ended up in a quite
different state. More generally, a satellite may reach its desired
orbit tumbling with an arbitrary orientation and an unpredicted
angular momentum; the control system then needs to control its
orientation such that as it moves around the earth a particular
antenna remains pointed at the earth. Linearization about an equi-
librium solution does not provide an adequate basis for a complete
analysis.

In spin stabilization, as in ‘‘dual spin’’ satellites, and in attitude
controlmore generally, the controlmechanism is implemented us-
ing reaction wheels or other internal degrees of freedom. A large
literature devoted to such questions emerged in the mid 1960s of
which we mention work of Hooker and Margoulis (1965), Likins
(1967), Meyer (1966) and Roberson andWittenburg (1968). In var-
ious ways and with various problems in mind, these papers for-
mulate attitude control and stabilization problems using reaction
wheels and other means to provide torque. For example, they de-
velop the equations of motion for a rigid body with controllable
internal rotors in the form ẋ = f (x) +


gi(x)ui with the ui rep-

resenting the torques applied to the reaction wheels (See Fig. 1).
This type of work was subsequently extended by others including
(Crouch & Bonnard, 1980; Krishnaprassad, 1985) in such a way to
put more emphasis on controllability questions. One of the early
practical uses of a system using an internal momentumwheel was
the 1975 RCA dual spin satellite. See Hurbert (1981).

These equations involve three body angular velocities, three re-
action wheel angular velocities and three parameters represent-
ing the orientation. However, by virtue of conservation of the total
angular momentum, they are restricted to a six-dimensional sub
manifold.

Putting the equation for Θ aside for a moment, the equations
for the angular velocities can be written as

ω̇1 =
I2 − I3

I1
ω2ω3 +

ω3h2 − ω2h3

I1
+

u1

I1
; ḣ1 = u1

ω̇2 =
I3 − I1

I2
ω1ω3 +

ω1h3 − ω3h1

I2
+

u2

I2
; ḣ2 = u2

ω̇1 =
I1 − I2

I3
ω1ω2 +

ω2h1 − ω1h3

I1
+

u3

I3
; ḣ3 = u3.

In an abbreviated notation, ω̇ = f (ω, h) + I−1u; ḣ = u. The
time derivative of 1

2


(Iiω2

i + h2
i J

−1
i ) is


ωiui + hiuiJ−1

i . In Brock-
ett (1976a) the controllability of the three-dimensional Euler equa-
tions was investigated under various assumptions on the types of
control available. An analysis of the controllability including the at-
titude equations was undertaken by Crouch and Bonnard (1980). A
second type of control involving the possibility of controlling the
system by changing the inertial tensor is also of interest. This was
addressed by Kane and Scher (1969) in the context of the acrobat-
ics of a falling cat and was subsequently investigated extensively
using differential geometric ideas.

12.2. Nonholonomic mobile robotics

Interest in nonholonomic systems goes back to the nineteenth
century, with early work by Boltzmann, Hamel and Appell among
others. Whittaker’s classic text (Whittaker, 1927) devotes consid-
erable space to nonintegrable relationships in mechanics and con-
tains references to these authors. However, itwas only in the 1960s
and 1970s, with the appearance of the book byNeimark and Fufaev
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Fig. 1. Illustrating a rigid body with three reaction wheels aligned with the
principal axes.

(1972), that there was a general appreciation of the wide scope of
these ideas.16

In particular, the description of the kinematics of wheeled ve-
hicles is the subject of many papers dealing with applications as
varied as parking of automobiles and path planning for formations
ofmobile robots. One of the earliest papers of this type is thewidely
cited paper of Dubins (1957) dating from 1957. It considers the
nonholonomic kinematics of an ordinary fourwheeled automobile,
focusing on shortest length paths, given an initial and final config-
uration. The unicycle is also a popular example. Its equations of
motion can be expressed in terms of the coordinates of the center
of the wheel, (x, y), and θ , the heading angle. They take the form of
a linear analytic system,

ẋ = u1 sin θ; ẏ = u2 cos θ; φ̇ = u1.

A simpler example, illustrating the role of nonlinear controlla-
bility in robotic path planning, deals with a three wheeled tricycle-
like vehicle operating on a level surface and powered by the front
wheel. The geometry is illustrated in the figure on the left shown
below. Let (x1, x2) denote the cartesian coordinates of the center
of the front wheel and let θ denote the angle that the line seg-
ment joining the center of the front wheel to the midpoint back
axle makes with the x axis, measured clockwise. The line segment
is assumed to be of unit length. Let u1 and u2 denote the x and y
components of the velocity of the center of the front wheel. The
kinematic equations are

ẋ1 = u1; ẋ2 = u2; θ̇ = u2 cos θ + u1 sin θ.

If the right-hand side is written as g1u1 + g2u2 then [g1, g2] =

−∂/∂θ . The Lie algebra generated by g1 and g2 is just three di-
mensional and is isomorphic to that of the two-dimensional eu-
clidean group. The resulting distribution spans and, because there
is no drift term, this system is controllable on R2

× S1. However,
because there may be obstacles cluttering the space and limiting
the motion, it is of interest to investigate possible limitations on
the paths that can be followed. This raises the question of path fol-
lowing for nonholonomic systems.

The equations ofmotion for articulated vehicles, such as the tri-
cycle with a trailer shown on the right-hand side of the figure, re-
quire additional state variables. In the case of the system depicted
on the right-hand side of Fig. 2, the kinematic equations are four
dimensional and the vector fields g1, g2, [g1, g2] and [g1, [g1, g2]]
span. It is of interest to generate a ‘‘shortest path’’ between two
points in (x, y, θ)-space where shortest is defined as the integral
of some function of x, y, θ, u1, u2. This is typical of the kind of path
planning problems in which nonholonomic constraints lead to sub
Riemannian problems as discussed above.

16 The more recent book of Bloch (2003) covers some of the same material but
with more emphasis on the interaction between geometry and control.

Fig. 2. Illustrating the kinematics of a tricycle (left) and a tricycle pulling a wagon
(right).

Fig. 3. Lossless voltage conversion.

12.3. Low loss electrical energy conversion

Circuits for lossless, or nearly lossless, conversion of electrical
energy at one voltage to electrical energy at a second voltage find
wide use in applications ranging from battery operated electron-
ics to automobiles. They are also an essential component of most
systems coupling renewable energy sources to the electric power
grid. Of course in the case of alternating current this is routinely
done with transformers but for conversion of direct current to di-
rect current, a situation of growing importance, the process ismore
involved. The design and analysis techniques of Middlebrook and
C’uk (1977) are frequently cited. See Sanders et al. (1991). The
schematic shown (See Fig. 3) illustrates the power handling com-
ponents of a typical circuit used to solve such problems. The es-
sential parts are the inductors and capacitors, modeled as lossless
passive components, the switches, a voltage source and a resistive
load. The diagramdoes not show the circuitry needed to control the
switches. Using inductor currents and capacitor voltages as state
variables, standard circuit analysis techniques yield a differential
equation model of the form

ẋ = Ax +


uiBix +


uibi

where each ui represents the position of one particular switch and
takes on just two values, whichmay be taken to be 1 and 0. In a typ-
ical situation the goal is to have the voltage of the right-most ca-
pacitor close to somedesired level. The controllability properties of
the system are clearly important in determining if this is possible.

There are two approximation schemes that are widely used to
analyze such systems. The most elementary of these is simple av-
eraging. Starting from the given equation and assuming that the
switching policy is periodic in time, let ūi be the time average value
of ui. It is not to difficult to see that if the switching frequency is
large compared with the natural frequencies of the system then
the average value of ux is approximated by ūx̄ and

x̄ ≈


A +


ūiBi

−1
ūiBi.

In many cases a better approximation is obtained by working
with the equations in homogeneous form. Consider

d
dt


1
x


=


0 0
0 A


+


ui


0 0
bi Bi


1
x
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and let Â etc. denote the entries in this equation. As done above,
make the change of variables z = e−Ât x̂, This leads to the approxi-
mation

x̂ ≈ eAt
1
T

 T

0
e−Aσ


uiBieAtdσ x̂(0).

These ideas were explored in Brockett and Wood (1974) and
Wood’s thesis (Wood, 1974).

12.4. Quantum control and nuclear magnetic resonance

In the quantum mechanical description of nature provided by
the Schrödinger equation, the wave function satisfies a first or-
der differential equation in which the potential energy enters the
right-hand side multiplicatively. The concept of force, as it ap-
pears in Newton’s laws, plays a minor role in quantum mechanics
and most efforts directed toward controlling the evolution of the
wave function are based on manipulating an appropriate poten-
tial energy. The resulting bilinear system is usually infinite dimen-
sional. For example, this is the form of the systemwhen controlling
the harmonic oscillator by shifting the location of the minimum
of a quadratic potential. Early work by control theorists on quan-
tum systems includes the 1979work of Butkovskii and Samoilenko
(1979) and the work of Haung, Garng, Tarn, and Clark (1983) in
1983. The latter paper quotes extensively from the literature on ge-
ometric control. On he other hand, the Bloch model (Bloch, 1946),
describing basic nuclear magnetic resonance, is finite dimensional
because It describes spin states and there are only a finite number
of these.

The angular momentum (spin) of subatomic particles, like the
angular momentum of macroscopic bodies can, to some extent, be
steered by external forces. Typically, nuclear magnetic resonance
measurements are made with the specimen under study being
placed in a strong, constant, magnetic field. This creates a statis-
tical equilibrium in which spins aligned with the field are favored
over those oppositely aligned. In order to probe the properties of
the specimen an input is applied to perturb this equilibrium and
then the signals generated as the system returns to its equilibrium
state are observed. The mechanism used to perturb the specimen
utilizes the fact that any magnetic moment associated with the
particle will interact with an external electromagnetic wave. The
simplest model for such an interaction is the Bloch model intro-
duced by Felix Bloch in the 1940s. From a control point of view,
the model is a bilinear systemmodeling the evolution of the quan-
tized angular momentum vector, or, more commonly, the evolu-
tion of the average value of a large number of angular momentum
vectors. The equations of motion for the three components of this
average value take the form

ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3


=


−

1
T1

u 0

−u −
1
T2

ω

0 −ω −
1
T2


ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3



where the Ti account for a relaxation process caused by thermal
noise.

For this simplemodel there is an obvious control strategywhich
goes back to the earliest days of NMR research. We explain with
the help of Fig. 4 which shows a trajectory beginning at the ‘‘north
pole’’, being rotated down to the equatorial plane, and then slowly
relaxing via a precessing motion drifting back toward the north
pole. The initial displacement from the north pole is caused by a
short burst of electromagnetic radiation whose frequency is se-
lected to resonate (match) the frequency of the wave function

Fig. 4. Controlling the average spin vector.

of the quantum system. The subsequent precession of the mag-
netic moment then generates an electromagnetic wave that can be
recorded and analyzed.

In spectroscopy the systems of interest are far more compli-
cated than this Bloch model because a number of interacting spins
are involved. The strength of the interactions determine the fre-
quency of the resulting signals and these, in turn, provide informa-
tion about the geometry of the molecular configuration. Beginning
with the experimental verification in 1976 of a theoretical idea of
Jenner, see Aue, Bartholdi, and Ernst (1978), the much more intri-
cate control of spin systems became popular, leading to what is
now known as multi-dimensional Fourier analysis.17
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